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Abstract
The objective of this thesis is to better understand the transport and seismoelectric (SE)
properties of porous permeable rock. Accurate information of rock transport properties,
together with pore geometry, can aid us to better quantify the frequency dependence of its SE
coupling coefficient. With the development of micro-CT (pCT) scanners, microstructure of
the sedimentary rock can now be obtained in three dimensions at micron level resolution. Pore
scale modeling on the rock 3-D pCT images provides us the ability to obtain different rock
properties all at once and without much ambiguity.
In this thesis, we build numerical tools to compute a range of transport properties and
pore geometry parameters (e.g., porosity, electrical conductivity, hydraulic permeability, pore
surface area) on the microstructures from basic physical laws. A staggered-grid finite
difference (FD) scheme is used to solve the Laplace equation for electrical conductivity and
the Stokes equation for hydraulic conductivity. The Laplace solver can handle different levels
of conductivity contrast so that different saturations (gas, oil and brine) can be modeled. A
three-phase conductivity model developed on the binary representation of the microstructure,
which is based on the geometric average of free electrolyte conductance and surface
conductance in the EDL, is illustrated. Two different edge detection methods are applied to
recognize surface voxel in a binary image. One is a gradient based, first order differential
method and the second one is a connectivity-number-based edge detection (CNED) method.
Computations are done for a family of synthetic sand packs - Finney pack with low,
medium to high porosities - to provide a benchmark of numerical tools and to compare with
analytic solutions. Then, the numerical methods are used to calculate properties of Berea
Sandstone 500 (BS500) with 23.6% porosity, whose 3-D microtomograms with 2.8 micron
resolution are available. Using the numerical methods, rock porosity, pore surface area,
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electrical conductivity and permeability are calculated. These are compared with the
laboratory measurements made on the same rock. The numerical and laboratory values
compare very well. Impact of various aspects of numerical modeling on the accuracy of
results are evaluated. It is demonstrated that increasing the sample used in the computation
improves the match between the numerical values and laboratory measurements. Reducing
the spatial resolution (i.e. increasing grid size), most affects the accuracy of electrical
conductivity and hydraulic permeability.
Seismoelectric measurements are carried out at 10 kHz - 120 kHz range for the BS500
sample. Both single sine pulse and five-cycle sine burst are adopted as acoustic source
wavelets. Streaming potential is collected on freshly cut BS500 cylinder core samples
saturated with different brine conductivities under the same experimental condition as the AC
measurements. With the transport and geometrical parameters previously obtained from ptCT
image and laboratory measurements, the frequency dependent coupling coefficient of BS500
is theoretically calculated using available rock properties. Comparison between the theoretical
prediction and the experimental data is found to be promising. This experiment extends our
ability to conduct quantitative seismoelectric measurements at frequency ranges applied for
field and laboratory acoustic borehole logging.
Thesis supervisor: M. Nafi Tokso-z
Title: Robert R. Shrock Professor of Geophysics
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Objective
The overall goal of this thesis is to better understand the transport properties and
seismoelectric (SE) response of porous permeable rock. Accurate information of rock
transport properties, together with pore geometry, will aid us to better quantify the frequency
dependence of its SE coupling coefficient. Nowadays, pore scale modeling on the rock 3-D
pCT (i.e., micro-CT) images opens a new avenue to better quantify and understand rock. It
allows us to simulate many natural processes by conducting numerical simulations to predict
massive rock petrophysical properties, with a clear description of the structure and
connectivity of the pore space. Specifically, this work is divided into two parts to cover
different aspects.
The first part of the thesis is concerned with the transport properties (electrical
conductivity and hydraulic permeability) of fluid saturated porous media. Besides transport
IIn this thesis, seismoelectric (abbreviated as SE) method refers to the collection of the
electric field induced by seismic (acoustic) waves.
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properties, pore geometry information (such as pore surface area and A parameter, which
represents a weighted pore surface to volume ratio (Johnson et al., 1986)) is also studied. We
build numerical tools to calculate those rock physical properties on 3-D microtomograms
from basic physical laws. A three phase electrical conductivity model is developed on the
segmented microtomogram to account for surface conduction. Laboratory measurements of
those rock properties are collected on the core samples to verify our numerical computations.
Cross-correlations between different computed properties are also established. Two numerical
issues are addressed: image resolution and computation sample size. The importance of these
is illustrated when we compare the pore scale computation with the laboratory measurements
on the cm3 core samples. This first part of the thesis provides a complete and systematic study
of different transport properties of porous permeable rock. For the same rock, consistency
between different computed transport properties is shown by their agreement with laboratory
measurements and cross-correlation. In this study, we consider not only the structural
information but also the material property, which is particularly important for electrical
transport. Rock matrix, pore fluid and rock-fluid interface are the three phases taking effect in
the electrical conduction. We use the state-of-the-art computation size in our simulations to
better represent the rock sample. Moreover, we optimize the computation algorithm to handle
large system calculations, as well as to improve computation efficiency.
The second part of the thesis is concerned with the seismoelectric properties of porous,
permeable rock. Quantitative high frequency AC (10 kHz to 120 kHz) seismoelctric signals
are recorded on rock samples with the aid of high-frequency, high-pressure acoustic transient
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and wavelet techniques. Acoustic and converted seismoelectric signals collected in a water
tank are analyzed in both the time and frequency domain. Both single sine pulse and
five-cycle sine burst are adopted as acoustic source wavelets. The clean recorded waveforms
presented in this thesis are rarely achieved in similar research. With precisely known transport
properties and pore geometry, we are able to calculate the frequency dependent seismoelectric
coupling coefficient using Pride's model (Pride, 1994). The majority of the measured
frequency SE response follows the trend predicted by Pride's model. This extends our ability
to conduct quantitative SE measurements at frequency ranges applied to acoustic borehole
logging in the field and laboratory. The overall data quality is better for single sine pulse than
five-cycle sine burst due to its higher resolution and simplicity in time domain. It is optimistic
for the field application where the high pressure transient is commonly adopted as the source
wavelet.
This thesis combines two basic scientific approaches: numerical simulation and
laboratory measurement. For pore scale calculation of rock transport properties (except
hydraulic permeability) and geometrical information of the pore space, we introduce new
calculation methods which differ from previous works. Quantitative AC seismoelectric
measurement at high frequencies (10 kHz to 120 kHz) is another innovation explored in this
thesis. Details of previous research and our research are discussed in a later section of this
chapter.
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1.2 Previous Research and Our Research
1.2.1 Computational Rock Physics
The field of studies associated with characterization of and computation on the rock
microstructure is known as computational rock physics. It has been a growing field in the past
decade. The core idea of computational rock physics is first to image the details of the rock
microstructure and then to compute the physical properties from its governing laws.
Comprehensive application of this idea, in recent years, is contributed to the fast development
of micro-CT scanners and powerful computational hardware and software, i.e., high
performance compilers suitable for 32-bit, 64-bit and multicore processors supporting
automatic parallelization and computer clusters. Direct measurements of the complex
morphology of the pore space of sedimentary rock can be obtained in three dimensions at
resolution down to one micron using synchrotron and X-ray CT scanners. Numerical
experiments can be carried out to simulate electric current, fluid flow (including multi-phase
flow) and elastic deformation on the rock pCT image. Though not yet possible to theoretically
mimic the full complexity of the microstructure, there has been quite a bit of success in
simulating electrical current, single and multiphase flow (Dvorkin, et al., 2008).
On the electrical modeling, a number of researches have been developed based on
solving the Laplace equation on the binary representation of rock microstructure (Auzerais et
al., 1996; Keehm et al., 2001; Arns, 2001, 2005; Devarajan, 2006). A fluid saturated rock is
modeled as a two-component medium: insulating solid grain (with zero conductivity) and
conducting brine in the pore space (with unit conductivity). Effective conductivity of the
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saturated rock is obtained from the solution of the Laplace equation and Ohm's law. The
underlying assumption is that the electrolyte conductivity is uniform, and mobile ions are
uniformly distributed throughout the pore space. However, the surface of the grains, which
compose the solid matrix of sand, sandstone and clay, is typically charged when it is in
contact with an electrolyte. Anions from the electrolyte are chemically adsorbed to the surface
of the matrix leaving behind a net excess of cations distributed near the surface. The adsorbed
layer and diffuse layer together constitute the electric double layer (EDL). The surface that
separates the diffuse layer from the adsorbed layer is called the "shear plane". Zeta
potential, C, is the electric potential at the shear plane, and the electric potential in neutral
electrolyte (no excess charge) is defined to be zero (Bockris and Reddy, 1972; Morgan et al.,
1989; Pride and Morgan, 1991). Zeta potentials are usually obtained in experimental studies.
Theoretical determination of ( remains problematic due to the complexity of the adsorbed
layer (Pride and Morgan 1991). Surface conduction within this electric double layer can
contribute substantially to rock conductivity at low salinity, high temperature and high
shaliness environment. 'Electrokinetic phenomena', such as electroosmosis, electrophoresis,
and streaming potential are caused by the movement of the mobile charges in the EDL.
The simple two phase conductivity model is insufficient to capture the impact of surface
conduction. Recent researchers have devoted considerable attention to modeling surface
conduction at pore scale (Devarajan, 2006; Jin et al., 2007; Motealleh et al., 2007). In their
researches, 'shaly sand' is modeled as surface-conductive clay coating the grains. To
represent 'shale', all the grains are assumed to be conductive clays. However, all these works
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are conducted on synthetic porous medium-sphere packs with a single type of clay minerals.
Furthermore, no experimental proof is given in those works to verify their simulation. Real
rocks are known to have much more complex composition and pore geometry. Thus, one of
the objectives of this thesis is to numerically model surface conductivity on real rock
microstructure. In addition, laboratory data are collected to verify the numerical calculation.
For fluid flow simulation, a lot of work has been done to solve the linear Stokes or
Navier-Stokes equation on the microstructure (Martys and Garboczi, 1992; Schwartz et al.,
1993; Keehm et al., 2001; Kameda, 2004; Arns, et al., 2005). Fluid viscosity in the pore space
is assigned, and distributions of velocity and pressure fields are computed on the
microstructure. Hydraulic permeability is obtained using Darcy's law. Multi-phase flow
analysis provides two-phase relative permeability, which includes water-oil, gas-oil and
water-gas displacement at different wetability indices and viscosity values. In this study, we
simulate the single phase fluid flow and compute the hydraulic permeability following the
traditional method. To obtain other geometrical parameters, such as pore surface to volume
ratio, statistical methods, e.g., two-point correlation function, spatial correlation functions
(Berryman, 1985; Torquato and Stillinger, 2001) are mostly adopted. Using different
statistical functions (e.g., different correlation functions) can lead to different results. In this
study, two different edge detection methods are introduced to detect the surface voxels on the
binary image. One is gradient based edge detection and the other is connectivity-number-
based edge detection. The pore surface area obtained from the two different methods is close
and the mean value of the two methods is taken to be the final result. Especially, the
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connectivity based method examines only the pore phase instead of the entire structure, which
is efficient for large size images. Calculated permeability and surface to volume ratio are
compared with corresponding laboratory measurements collected on the rock core samples as
well.
1.2.2 Electrokinetic Studies
For the study of electrokinetic coupling in the porous medium, much experimental work
has been done in the DC or low to intermediate frequency AC (a few Hz to a few hundred Hz)
range in the past forty years. Streaming potential, seismoelectric conversion and
electroosmosis have been measured on different materials. Fundamental studies, e.g., the
impact of PH value, temperature, electrolyte conductivity, pressure and mineral types on the
streaming coupling coefficient and zeta potential, are carried out on crushed rock samples in
the laboratory (Ishido and Mizutani, 1981; Morgan et al., 1989). Later laboratory works begin
to combine streaming potential and electroosmosis to determine rock properties, such as
permeability, pore size, etc. The studied materials include glass capillary, fused glass beads,
sandstones and carbonates (Sharma et al., 1986; Pengra and Wong, 1995; Pengral et al., 1999;
Reppert, 2000; Reppert and Morgan, 2002). Field experiments also measure the electric signal
excited by seismic waves on the surface (Thompson and Gist, 1993) and Stoneley waves in
the borehole (Mikhailov et al., 2000) to detect the underground fractured zone. The seismic
source in these two field studies is put on the surface with tens of Hz to a few hundred Hz
frequency range. Thus, the penetration depth is confined to be within a few hundred meters.
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On the theoretical side, the first theoretical development of electrokinetic transport
equations is attributed to Helmholtz and Smoluchowski (Helmholtz, 1879; Smoluchowski,
1903). Later, Packard deduced the frequency-dependent coupling coefficient for capillary
geometry and verified his theory with experiments on capillary samples (Packard, 1953). He
was able to achieve a maximum frequency of 200Hz and perform the measurements on
capillaries of large radii (0.589 -2.083 mm). In 1994, the macroscopic governing equations
controlling the coupled acoustics and electromagnetics of porous media were derived by Pride
(1994). The low frequency limit and high frequency limit of the electrokinetic coupling
coefficient are jointed by a smooth curve. Porosity, permeability, tortuosity and A parameter
(defined by Johnson et al., 1987) are the four key independent parameters used to determine
the frequency dependence in Pride's model.
Pride's coupling coefficient has been validated by Reppert (Reppert, 2000; Reppert and
Morgan, 2002) and compared with Packard's model on glass capillary, porous filters with
pore diameters ranging from 34 micrometers to 1 millimeter. Both Packard's and Pride's
models fit the frequency dependent streaming potential capillary and porous filter data.
Theoretically, when using capillary geometry terms and neglecting second-order effects,
Pride's model is identical to Packard's model when the series and asymptotic approximations
are used (Reppert, 2000). Reppert also measured the frequency dependent coupling
coefficient on one rock sample, Boise sandstone, which has an estimated permeability of 2.89
Darcy and equivalent pore radius of 17 micrometers using the Walsh-Brace permeability
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model (Reppert, 2000). Pride's theory is compared with the rock experimental data in the
frequency range below 1 kHz.
Due to the small amplitude of the coupling coefficient, researchers began to seek the
application of electokinetics in borehole logging, instead of putting the seismic source on the
surface survey, to evaluate formation properties at depth (Hunt and Worthington, 2000;
Singer et al., 2006). Numerical modeling has also been developed to couple the acoustic wave
and electromagnetic wave in layered media (Haartsen, 1995; Haartsen and Pride, 1997) and in
open borehole (Singer et al., 2006; Guan and Hu, 2008). Applicability of the seismoelectric
signal in the acoustic logging frequency range (a few kHz to a few hundred kHz), which can
go above the transition frequency of a variety of rocks, is proven by those numerical studies.
In recent years, seismoelectric signal at high frequency range (a few kHz to a few hundred
kHz) has been successfully recorded in sandstones, experimentally (Zhu et al., 2000, 2008;
Zhu and Toks6z, 2003, 2005; Singer et al., 2006), with effective pressure generating devices.
Different types of acoustic waves (P-wave, S-wave, Stoneley wave, etc.) and their converted
electric signals are well identified and distinguished in the waveforms. These studies verify
that the recorded electric signals are generated from seismoelectric conversion in the fluid
saturated rock. However, those experiments remain at the qualitative stage due to the
difficulty to quantify the acoustic wave fields in their models. In this research, we carry out
quantitative seismoelectric measurements at high frequencies (10 kHz to 120 kHz). Delicate
quantification of acoustic wave field is done prior to seismoelectric measurement.
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Quantitative SE measurement enables us to exam the dependence of SE coupling coefficient
on fluid conductivity and frequency.
1.3Outline of Thesis
This thesis contains five chapters, which delineate the two objectives mentioned above.
In Chapter 1, the background and previous studies related to this thesis are reviewed and
the thesis objectives are stated.
Chapter 2 describes the numerical methods used to compute different physical properties
on the 3-D microstructure. All the numerical methods are applied to a family of synthetic sand
pack - Finney pack (Finney, 1968; 1970) with low-, medium- to high- porosities. Numerical
calculations of electrical conductivity (with and without the presence of surface conductivity),
permeability, surface area and hydraulic radius are compared with analytic solutions. A
staggered-grid finite difference (FD) scheme is applied to solve the Laplace equation for
electrical conduction and the Stokes equation for hydraulic conduction. Each grid is one voxel
in the 3-D digital image of the microstructure. The Laplace solver can handle different levels
of conductivity contrast so that different saturations (gas, oil and brine) can be modeled.
Details of the finite difference formulation and numerical benchmarks for the Laplace solver
are given in Appendix A, and the Stokes solver is given in Appendix B. Two different edge
detection methods are applied to recognize surface voxel in the binary image. One is a
gradient based, first order differential method, and the second one is
connectivity-number-based edge detection (CNED) method. A three phase conductivity
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model developed on the binary representation of the microstructure, which is based on the
geometric average of free electrolyte conductance and surface conductance in the EDL, is
illustrated. Cross-correlation between the formation factor and permeability is established
using specific surface area and A parameter. We examine the influence of image resolution on
calculations of different properties using a well established method - majority rule (Arns,
2001; Arns et al., 2005). The bulk of this chapter is under revision as:
Zhan X., L. M. Schwartz. and M. N. Toks6z.: 2009, Estimating transport properties of
granular porous media, under revision for Journal ofApplied Physics.
Chapter 3 implements the numerical methodologies described in Chapter 2 to the 3-D
ptCT microtomography of a 23.6% porosity Berea Sandstone 500 (BS500) with 2.8 micron
resolution. Five 4003 sub-sets at different locations within the whole 18403 volume are
selected as representative computation units based on the porosity distribution. Heterogeneity
at 4003 (physical size of 1mm 3) scale is observed from the computed properties. Averaged
electrical conductivity, permeability, specific surface area and surface conductivity are
compared with corresponding laboratory measurements collected on the cm3 BS500 core
sample. The values of EDL length and counter-ion mobility are chosen according to the
experimental electrolyte type and salinity. With the experimental measurement of the cation
exchange capacity (CEC) for BS500, the saturated rock conductivity as a function of
saturation brine conductivity is forward predicted and compares with laboratory
measurements on freshly cut core samples. Formation factor and permeability of five sub-sets
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are cross-correlated using surface area and A parameter. Resolution impacts on different
properties are addressed by downscaling the digital image using majority rule. In the end, we
increase the computation sample volume and obtain a better match to laboratory
measurements. Large sample provides a better representation of the rock. The bulk of this
chapter has been accepted as:
Zhan X., L. M. Schwartz., M. N. Toks6z., W. C. Smith. and F. D. Morgan.: 2009, Pore scale
modeling of rock properties and comparison to laboratory measurements, accepted by
Geophysics.
Chapter 4 moves on to the experimental study of seismoelectric response in the brine
saturated BS500 block. Quantitative AC seismoelectric signal (10 kHz to 120 kHz) is
collected on the saturated BS500 plate in a solution tank to simplify the acoustic wave field.
We use single sine plus and five-cycle sine burst as source wavelets. The "pro" of using single
sine plus is to obtain better resolution in the time domain. Transmitted and reflected waves
can be distinguished and separated from noise in time domain waveforms. The "con" of single
plus is the complication in the frequency domain. On the contrary, the five-cycle sine wave is
simple in frequency content while difficult to distinguish different arrivals in the time domain.
Received acoustic and electric signals are analyzed in both time domain and frequency
domain excited by different source wavelets. Precautions, such as electrically shielding the
acquisition system and securely holding the sample and electrodes, are taken to ensure the
data quality. Abundant stacking of recorded data effectively enhances the signal to noise ratio.
We measure the streaming potential (electric voltage) across the freshly cut BS500 cylinder
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core samples saturated with different brine conductivities and under different static pressure
gradients. The frequency dependent coupling coefficient of BS500 is theoretically calculated
using Pride's equation with the parameters previously obtained from piCT image and
laboratory measurements. Comparison between the experimentally obtained coupling
coefficients and theoretical calculation is made in the end. The bulk of this chapter is:
In preparation to be submitted to Geophysics.
Chapter 5 summarizes the results and conclusions of this thesis and is followed by five
appendices.
Appendix A describes the finite difference formulation of the Laplace equation,
benchmark of the FD solver and application on a 3-D Fontainbleau Sandstone ptCT
microtomography.
Appendix B describes the finite difference formulation of the Stokes equation and
benchmark of the FD solver with Lattice-Boltzmann method on a 2-D SEM image of
sandstone.
Appendix C describes the semi-empirical relationship between clay content and cation
exchange capacity.
Appendix D describes Pride's formula for coupled electromagnetic and acoustic fields of
a fluid-filled porous medium.
Appendix E describes a geophysical application of seismoelectric conversion in borehole
logging while drilling model. The bulk of this appendix has been published as:
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Zhan X., Z. Zhu., S. Chi. and M. N. Toks6z.: 2009, Elimination of LWD (logging while
drilling) tool modes using seismoelectric data, Communications in Computational Physics, 7,
47-63.
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Chapter 2
Pore Scale Modeling of Physical
Properties of Granular Porous Media'
Abstract
Transport properties, such as permeability, electrical conductivity, are important in many
geophysical and petroleum applications. The microstructure of porous media and physical
characteristics of the solid and fluids that occupy the pore space determine the macroscopic
transport properties of the medium. The purpose of this chapter is to test the applicability to
numerically calculate the geometrical and transport properties (electrical conductivity,
permeability, specific surface area and surface conductivity) of porous media given its
microstructure. We calculate geometrical and transport properties (electrical conductivity,
permeability, specific surface area and surface conductivity) of a family of model granular
porous media from an image based representation of its microstructure. The models are based
1 (the bulk of this Chapter is) Under revision as: Zhan X., L. M. Schwartz. and M. N. Toks6z.:
2009, Estimating transport properties of granular porous media, for Journal of Applied
Physics.
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on the packing described by Finney and cover a wide range of porosities. Finite difference
(FD) scheme is applied to solve Laplace equation for electrical problem and Stokes equation
for hydraulic problem. Two image processing methods are used to identify pore-grain
interface. Cross-correlation linking permeability to formation factor through pore geometric
parameter, hydraulic radius, computed from the digitized image is established. A three phase
conductivity model is developed to compute surface conductivity present at grain-pore fluid
interface. Numerical calculations of electrical conductivity (with and without presence of
surface conductivity), formation factor, permeability and surface area on the Finney pack
compare well against analytic models over the entire porosity range studied. In addition to
physical aspect, we examine the influence of image resolution on our calculations using
majority rule.
2.1 Introduction
The transport properties of porous media are important in many geophysical,
environmental, chemical and bio-medical applications. Generally, the interaction between the
solid matrix and the pore fluids at the microscopic scale is crucial to the interpretation of
macroscopic measurements. Computational physics has grown with recent advances in micro
and nano-scale imaging. Given an accurate digital representation of the microstructure at the
pore scale, physical properties can, in principle, be computed with confidence (Hazlett, 1995;
Coles et al., 1996; Pal et al., 2002; Kameda et al., 2006). In practice, one must deal with
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uncertainties due to the imaging technique (e.g. proper segmentation) and with questions
associated with image resolution and sample size.
In this study, we use the 3-D digital structure of overlapping spherical grains based on a
familiar dense random packing (a dense pack of spheres of uniform radius) (Finney, 1968,
1970) (Fig. 2-1) to compute electrical conductivity, permeability and specific surface area.
This model has several attractive features. First, it provides reasonable first approximation to
well-sorted sandstones. Finney pack has been successfully applied to simulate different
geological process, such as sedimentation, compaction and grain growth (Roberts and
Schwartz, 1985; Schwartz and Banavar, 1989; Bryant et al., 1993). Second, the entire
structure is completely specified by the radii and the spatial locations of the constituent grains;
there are no issues related to image segmentation or the inappropriate closing of narrow pores
due to improper assignment of discrete voxels. Third, changing the porosity on Finney pack is
relatively easy by the uniform expansion of the grain radius. Fourth, there are analytic models
available for sphere packs; these provide a useful benchmark of our numerical calculations.
FD techniques are employed to solve the Laplace equation for electrical conduction and
the Stokes equation for single phase fluid flow (Roberts and Garboczi, 2000). In addition to
the effective values of conductivity and hydraulic permeability, our calculations also yield the
current and flow field distributions at each voxel within the3-D structure. This provides the
basis for solving multi-physics coupled problems such as electrokinetic phenomena (Pride et
al., 1997).
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The electrical formation factor, F, is the ratio between conductivity of a fluid saturated
porous solid, ceff, and the conductivity of the fluid, r. When thinking about a family of
related porous media (e.g. sintered glass beads or rocks from the same well or quarry) a useful
empirical relation is Archie's law (Archie, 1942):
F- * a$-". (2-1)
Ueff
Here # is the porosity (the pore volume fraction), m is known as the cementation exponent,
and a ~ 1 is a fitting parameter. This relationship assumes that the mobile ions in the pore
fluid (electrolyte) are distributed uniformly. A fluid saturated rock can therefore be modeled
as a two-component medium: solid grains (volume fraction 1 - <P) and saline water (volume
fracti P) (Arns et al., 2001, 2005; Pal et al., 2002). However in many porous media there is an
additional conducting mechanism at the pore-grain interface (e.g. clay minerals in sandstones
or modified porosity in mortars). Quite often this enhanced surface conduction is confined to
a layer whose thickness is very small compared to typical pore dimensions. For example, in
sandstones where the pore size is typically 10 -50 pm, the electrical double layer (Debye and
Hilckel., 1923; Morgan et al., 1989; Pride and Morgan, 1991) extends 30 to 3000 A from the
mineral surface into the neutral electrolyte. Formally, conductivity can be written as the sum
of the normal ionic brine conductivity of and a near surface term asurf due to the double
layer. Here, we present a three phase conductivity model to include surface conduction in our
numerical calculations. Finally, we examine the influence of image resolution on the various
quantities we have calculated.
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2.2 Numerical Calculations
We begin with original Finney pack, which has porosity , = 36.2%,when spheres are
just touching each other. Given the coordinates of sphere centers and grain radius, the
complete description of solid matrix and pore space is obtained without ambiguity (Fig. 2-2).
A 3-D binary digital image is obtained according to the center of the voxel is inside (solid
matrix) or outside of any sphere (pore space). We assign solid matrix to be phase 1 and pore
to be phase 0. By increasing the sphere radii without altering their center positions, generate a
series of 14 porous media with porosities 4.02%, 6.24%, 7.85%, 9.91%, 12.54%, 15.79%,
19.80%, 22.32%, 24.16%, 25.13%, 26.12%, 28.02%, 31.52% and 36.2% , respectively. The
lower bound of porosity, 4.02%, is slightly higher than the percolation threshold, which is just
above 3% (Roberts and Schwartz, 1985; Bryant et al., 1993). When the size of the sampling
cube in the finney pack exceeds four-grain radii, the fluctuation in both porosity and
permeability is negligible (Kameda et al., 2006). To reduce the computation cost, we took a
sub-set with cube size of E-grain radii right in the middle of the whole finney pack, which is
composed of 8000 spheres in total. Our calculations are done on 2003 cube whose edge length
equals of 1/20 of the original grain radii.
2.2.1 Electrical Conductivity Calculation
The effective dc conductivity of a random medium can be calculated by Ohm's Law. The
conductivity value u of a composite n-phase material is a function of location r. For a steady
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state conductivity problem, where the currents are steady in time, the charge conservation
equation possesses the form of the Laplace equation as:
V - J(r) = -V - (ca(r) -VV(r)) = 0, (2-2)
where J is the current density, o is the electric conductivity and V is the electric potential.
At boundaries between materials with different conductivities, the boundary conditions
require that the current density normal to the interface and the potential are continuous. We
calculate the macroscopic conductivity of the random material by applying an electric
potential gradient across the sample. The volume averaged current density is used to compute
the effective conductivity from Ohms' law.
For numerical calculation, we use a staggered-grid finite difference scheme with 2nd
order accuracy in space (Moon and Spencer, 1953; Garbozi et al., 1996; Zwillinger, 1997).
Our finite difference electrical conductivity programs can handle isotropic materials as well as
conductivity tensors. To deal with high contrast conductivity values for neighboring grids, we
adopt a gradual relaxation method (Press et al., 1990). The Laplace solver has been
benchmarked with a commercial finite element software package FEMLAB (see Details in
Appendix A). For formation factor calculation, we assign the conductivity values to be 0
(solid matrix) and 1 (pore fluid). The normalized fluid filled rock conductivity , Ueff, gives
the formation factor. By using the solid matrix and saturation fluid conductivities, we can
calculate the absolute value for the fluid filled rock conductivity.
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2.2.2 Hydraulic Permeability Calculation
The representation of fluid flow is given by the Navier-Stokes equation. For the case of
laminar (slow, incompressible) flow, the fluid flow can be conveniently described by the
linear Stokes equations:
1V2ii(r) = VP(r), (2-3)
V - i(r) = 0, (2-4)
where u and P are the local velocity vector and pressure fields at position r, q is the dynamic
viscosity of the fluid. We can calculate the macroscopic permeability of the porous medium
by applying a pressure gradient across the sample. The permeability, K, of the porous medium
is calculated by volume averaging the local fluid velocity (in the direction of the flow) and
applying the Darcy equation:
K AP
u = - - (2-5)
where u is the average fluid velocity in the direction of the flow for the porous media and L is
the length of the sample porous medium across which there is an applied pressure gradient of
AP.
To solve the hydraulic problem, we use a modified Stokes solver based on an industry
standard finite difference (FD) code developed at NIST (National Institute of Standards and
Technology, Gaithersburg, MD 20899-8621, U.S.A;
ftp://ftp.nist.gov/pub/bfrl/bentz/permsolver/) (see details in Appendix B). This Stokes solver
was first designed to study the relationship between microstructure and permeability in porous
cement (Martys and Garboczi, 1992). More recently, the code has been utilized on a wide
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variety of applications in study of three-dimensional microstructures (Schwartz et al., 1993;
Nicos et al., 1994; Bentz and Martys, 2007) using a uniform FD scheme.
2.2.3 Surface Area Calculation
The coordinates of the Finney pack are known and we construct a family of consolidated
porous media by increasing the grain radii while holding the grain centers fixed. On these
models we impose a high resolution digital grid; each voxel is assigned to be part of the grain
(or pore) population depending on whether (or not) its center lies within a grain. Compared to
X-ray CT images on real physical samples, the present images are binary images free of any
uncertainty associated with the segmentation of gray-scale data. To quantify the surface area
from the binary image, we need to identify pixels at the pore-grain interface. Two different
edge detection methods are adopted. Generally speaking, the aim of edge detection on the
binary images is to classify the pixels into two classes: edge versus non-edge. The key
problem is how to construct an operator to detect the edge pixels of the images.
The first method is a gradient based method - first order differential method of edge
detection (Canny, 1986; Pathegama et al., 2004). Most edge detection methods work on the
assumption that an edge occurs where there is a discontinuity in the intensity function or a
very steep intensity gradient in the image (e.g. 0 and 1). Using this assumption, if we take the
derivative of the intensity values across the image and find points where the derivative is a
maximum, we will have marked our edges. In a discrete image of pixels we can calculate the
gradient by simply taking the difference of intensity values between adjacent pixels. An odd
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1 0 -1
symmetric filter 1 0 -1 approximates a first derivative, peaks in the convolution output
determine the edges.
The second one is an connectivity-number-based edge detection (CNED) method (Zahn,
1971; Zhang and Wang, 2005). This method is based on tracing phase connectivity to identify
a phase change. Connectivity-number is sought as detector; those pixels that have
zero-connectivity-number are eliminated as inner pixels from the image. In binary images, the
connectivity number of the 0 phase is the number of the connected 0 phase pixels passed
when it moves around its neighbor (Zahn and Roskies, 1972). Checking the connectivity of
the 0 phase to the 0 phase in its 8 neighbors in 3-D, the zero-connectivity pixels are inner
points or isolated points. Eliminating those inner and isolated points from the original image
gives the surface (edge) pixel (Zahn, 1971).
There are only 7 typical zero-CN 8-neighbors as shown in Fig. 2-3. The above 7 types
have 17 different combination forms. Taking the central black pixel to be 0, from row to
columns, one can find the regular forms in Tab. 2-1. These 17 combinations form the edge
detectors. The CNED algorithm could be described as following:
Step 1 Read in the 3-D binary image F in a 1-D numbering labeling scheme. The (i, j,k)
label for a pixel gives its position in a 3-D lattice.
Step 2 Initialize a temple arrayf(8). Calculate functionf for each black pixel (phase 0)
based on the formula below (Eq. 2-6):
f(0) = F(i + 1,j), f(1) = F(i + 1j - 1), (2-6)
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f (2) = F(ij - 1), f(3) = F(i - 1,j - 1),
f (4) = F(i - 1,j), f(5) = F(i - 1,j + 1),
f(6) = F(ij + 1), f(7) = F(i + 1,j + 1).
Step 3 Calculate the CN for each black pixel according to Tab. 2-1, the result is set to
be CN(i, j, k).
Step 4 Eliminate the inner and isolated pixels with zero-CN and pick out the edge
pixels (surface pixels between two phases).
Because only the black pixels participate in the iterative computing, the CNED
algorithms execute time strictly relies on the number of black pixels of the binary image. Thus,
this edge detection method works more efficient for the low porosity finny pack than the high
porosity packs. Compared with the first method we mentioned - first order differential
methods of edge detection (Canny, 1986; Pathegama et al., 2004), the execution time is less
since the first method needs to calculate the convolution at each pixel location. This CNED
method is more efficient especially for large volume images.
The difference between results from the two methods is within 8% for medium to high
porosity Finney pack (19.80%, 22.32%, 24.16%, 25.13%, 26.12%, 28.02%, 31.52% and
36.2%). For low to medium low porosity Finney pack (4.02%, 6.24%, 7.85%, 9.91%, 12.54%,
15.79%), the difference is within 12%. We take the average of the two methods as our count
of the surface pixels. Specific surface area, which is the pore surface area to pore volume ratio,
could be simply calculated as:
s = S , (2-7)
Vp <p L
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where Sp is the pore surface area, Vp is the pore volume, $s is the volume fraction of the
surface pixels, 4 is the total porosity, and L is the grid size.
2.3 Summary of Results
2.3.1 Electrical and Fluid Flow
The inverse of formation factor (the ratio between the saturated rock conducticit and
saturation brineconductivity, 1/F = ceff /af) is plotted for different porosities packing in
Fig. 2-4. We solve Eq. 2-2 by assigning conductivity values to be 0 for the solid matrix and 1
for the pore space. For systems composed of spherical grains, the cementation factor, m, in Eq.
2-1 is estimated to be 1.5 (Sen et al., 1981; Sen and Kan. 1987). Good agreement is seen
between our numerical calculations and this analytic result except at the lowest porosities
where influence of percolation threshold is apparent (Roberts and Schwartz, 1985; Bryant et
al., 1993). The finite difference Laplace solver is written in an energy form and solved using
conjugate gradient method (see details in Appendix A). The condition of the global matrix to
be solved is less good in case of low porosity, when conducting phase becomes sparsely
connected. Especially close to the percolation threshold, the numerical accuracy is expected to
be less good.
The calculated permeabilities (K) by solving Eq. 2-3, Eq. 2-4, normalized to that of the
original packing with 36.2% porosity (KO), are shown in Fig. 2-5. Shown also is a curve
representing the Kozeny-Carman relationship (Kozeny, 1927; Carman, 1938, 1961) modified
to include a percolation threshold (Mavko and Nur, 1997):
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1 ($-4p) 3d2
K72 [1 - - (2-8)
Here d is the grain diameter, $fp is the percolation threshold (3% for Finney pack) and F is
the electrical formation factor. Good agreement between the FD calculation and
Kozeny-Carman relationship holds for the entire porosity range.
2.3.2 Specific Surface Area
The identified surface voxels are shown in red along the pore (shown in blue) - grain
(shown in green) boundary in Fig. 2-6 for one of our models (19.80% porosity Finney pack)
using the CNED method described before. Our calculated specific surface area, S (the average
of two edge detection methods), is compared with the analytic expression for spheres with
diameter, d, j* is porosity:
6(1 - $)
s d .(2-9)
The original Finney pack with 36.2% porosity, when the spheres are just touching, has a
specific surface area of 3.82/d according to Eq. 2-9. The computed specific surface area of
36.2% Finney pack, which is the mean value of two edge detection method, on the 2003 image
with grid size being 1/20 the grain radii is found to be 4.02/d
2.4 Formation Factor and Permeability Correlation
Correlating hydraulic permeability to other physical properties of the porous media is a
long standing subject. In practices, direct in-situ permeability measurement is difficult to
make. The correlations to measurements of other properties, such as porosity, electrical
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conductivity, mercury porosimetry, and NMR response have been used to estimate
permeability (Wong et al., 1984; Katz and Thompson, 1986; Kenyon, 1992; Schwartz et al.,
1993). The most popular one is to relate permeability with electrical conductivity through
pore volume to surface area (V,/S). We have numerically calculated electrical conductivity,
permeability and surface area on the same structure. What we want to test next is whether we
can establish the correlation among those computed physical properties on the same
geometry.
A consistent development of the equivalent channel model for both fluid flow and
electrical conduction in porous media leads to the expression:
CR2
x = -, 2(2-10)
F
where k is permeability, F is formation factor, C is a geometrical factor and R is so called
hydraulic radius (Brace, 1977; Paterson, 1983; Walsh and Brace, 1984). This equation is valid
under the assumption that the fluid is electrically conducting and the solid parts not and that
the electrical and fluid stream lines are identical. C is in the range of 1/2 for circular pores
to 1/3 for a slot, which cover the widest range of aspect ratio of most porous media (Wyllie
and Gregory, 1955).
The concept of hydraulic radius first developed for pipes of non-circular section where it
is defined by the ratio of the cross-sectional area to the perimeter under the assumption of
uniformity along the length. Its use for porous media extends this notion, with the aid of
dimensional arguments, to a situation where many local conduits acting more or less in
parallel make up an equivalent channel but where the local conduits are varying in actual
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cross-section and direction along their length and are branching (Paterson, 1983). In porous
media, hydraulic radius R can be determined by the ratio of porosity and specific surface area
(#/S). Thus, R represents an equivalent (or average) hydraulic radius of the exceedingly
complicated flow channels. From this empirical relationship, we could see that permeability is
inverse proportional to the formation factor.
Now we have two ways to estimate permeability from the microstructure. One is by
directly solving Stokes equation on digital image. The other is combing the computed
electrical conductivity by solving Laplace equation and computed specific surface area to
calculate permeability using Eq. 2-10. We cross plot the numerically computed permeability,
knumerica; which is solved from Stokes equation (Eq. 2-3, Eq. 2-4) with estimated permeability,
kimage, which is computed from Eq. 2-10 (Fig. 2-7). All the permeability values here are
normalized permeability (with respect to 36.2% porosity Finney pack) as described before.
Permeabilities calculated from two different methods are in good agreement with each other.
Thus, cross-correlation between different transport properties of the same structure could be
established numerically.
2.5 Surface Conductivity Calculation
So far, we have assumed so far that the solid grains are insulating and that the electrolyte
conductivity arises from mobile ions that are uniformly distributed throughout pore space.
Modeling the porous medium as a two-component structure: solid grains (volume fraction
1 - #) and saline water filled up the pore space (volume fraction #) can provide a good
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estimate of formation factor. As we mentioned in the introduction (section 2.1), an electrical
double layer is developed at the interface of pore and grain, which composes the solid matrix
of porous media (Waxman and Smit, 1968; Clavier et al., 1977; Johnson et al., 1986; Sen and
Kan, 1987; Lima and Sharma, 1990; Revil et al., 1998; Devarajan, 2006). In this section, we
introduce a three phase electrical conductivity model, which includes the surface conduction,
and illustrate it on the microstructure of Finney pack. The calculated result from three phase
conductivity model is compared with analytic formula. We will implement this method on a
Berea sandstone microtomograhpy. Physical values of grain property and the electrolyte
conductivity will be adopted to be compared with laboratory experiment in Chapter 3.
A three phase model is proposed to include the surface conductivity originated in a very
thin layer at grain-electrolyte boundary. Surface pixels at the pore-grain boundary are defined
to be the third phase. Numerical representation of the porous rock is changed to a three phase
model as illustrated in Fig. 2-8. The third phase voxels (shown in red in Fig. 2-8) contains an
EDL whose thickness, Xd, is at the nanometer scale (Debye and HUckel., 1923; Morgan et al.,
1989; Pride and Morgan, 1991). By contrast, the image voxels in most naturally occurring
porous media are at the micron scale (1/20 of the original grain radii in our numerical
representation of Finney pack). In this case, the first kind of grid cell has the conductivity of
a1 equal to the rock matrix conductivity. The second kind of grid cell has the conductivity of
a2 equal to the free electrolyte conductivity in the pore space. The third kind of grid cell is the
boundary grid containing an EDL at fluid-solid interface with the conductivity U3 . The
conductivity model in the third kind of grid is illustrated in Fig. 2-9. We calculate q3 by
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geometrically averaging the surface conductivity, Esurf , within the double layer thickness
Xd with free electrolyte conductance ,2 , in the remainder, L - Xd, of the surface voxel.
Based on the thin EDL assumption, surface conductivity in the EDL and the free electrolyte in
the pore space can be treated as two conductors in parallel for the first order approximation.
Thus, this geometric average is physically reasonable and o3 can be expressed as
as = Esurf+-2. (L-Xd) (2-11)L
The effective conductivity of fluid saturated rock could be computed from Ohm's law
and be expressed at micro-scale as:
s (-z - VV) ds. 
(2-12)
F ayf AV A 3 S LV ) .
Here, 1 is the length of the sample, AV is the electrical potential across the sample, A is the
cross-section, and S is the pore area over which the integration is made. With the surface
conductance, Esurf, localized within the double layer, Eq. 2-12 should be expanded as
(Gudguen and Palciauskas, 1997):
Geff = F (Uf + " = (1 + X), (2-13)
where A/2 is a dynamic length scale related to the pore volume to surface area ratio (Johnson
et al., 1986, 1987). A is a parameter characteristic of the geometry of the porsou medium and
independent of fluid property, which is rigorously given by (Johnson et al., 1986):
2 f|V$p(r)| 2 dSp
- = .(2-14)
A fIV$ (r)| 2 dVp
Integration on the numerator of Eq. 2-14 is over the walls of the pore-grain interface (S); that
in the denominator is over the pore volume (Vp). Thus, A/2 is an effective surface-to-volume
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ratio wherein each area or volume element is weighted according to the local value of the
electric field, which would exist in the absence of surface mechanism.
For a given X, we have Xsurf = from Eq. 2-13 (G 2 and af are exchangeable,2
both of them indicate the bulk electrolyte conductivity) , and A can be written as (Johnson et
al., 1986), which is an analog form of Eq. 2-14:
2 S
= m(<p) , (2-15)
A VP)
where m is the exponent in Archie's law (Eq. 2-1). For Finney pack, we havem(#) ~ 1.5,
especially in the high porosity region (Sen et al., 1981). Thus, Eq. 2-15 takes the form:
4Vp 4c1
A= = L. (2-16)
3Sp 31 5s
We illustrate these ideas with the 19.80% finney pack. The surface detection methods
described before gives Ps = 6.7%. Realistic values of Xd, which is at nanometer scale, can,
in principle, be calculated as a function of the ionic strength of the saturating
electrolyte(Debye and Htckel., 1923; Morgan et al., 1989; Pride and Morgan, 1991). Here,
we take Xd to be two orders smaller than L(L/100). Substituting from Eq. 2-15 into Eq. 2-11,
we have:
Esurf 2QX
U3 - + 2 ( +1)a 2, (2-17)L 3cIS
We can now compute a3 as a function of o-2 and put it into the surface voxel in the image
(red in Fig. 2-8). for the rest of porosity the conductivity value isq2 . Realistic values of X at
low values of salinity vary from 2-10 (Devarajan, 2006). Taking X=3, we have a3 = 6.91a 2 .
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Solving Laplace equation (Eq. 2-2) with conductivity value at different location within the
3.68 4Finney pack, we get aeff = FyU 2 , which is close to the result from Eq. 2-13 as eaff = U2
The determination of Ysurf in real porous rock will depend on microstructure,
mineralogy and the saturation brine. We will implement the same method described here on a
Berea sandstone microtomgrahpy and compare with the laboratory measurements in the next
Chapter.
2.6 Impact of Image Resolution
The fact that we are using finite size voxel limits our ability to resolve the smallest
features of the pore space. This image resolution issue will impact the numerical calculation
of physical properties, especially transport properties. We will demonstrate the method to
estimate image resolution impact on different properties using the 19.80% porosity finney
pack. A sequence of models with successively poorer resolution could be generated by
doubling the voxel edge length. Beginning with a 4003 grid, we can combine 8 voxels into
one new voxel with twice the edge length. The new voxel is assigned to be grain or pore by a
majority rule. If more than 4 of the original voxels were in the pore (grain) space, the new
voxel is assigned to be pore (grain); if the breakdown of the original voxels is 4 grain and 4
pore, then the new voxel is assigned randomly. Repeating this process four times, the original
4003 cube model is reduced to models of size 2003, 1 003, 503 and 253 (Fig. 2-10). clearly, the
pore structure is distorted and connectivity of the pore space is reduced as the resolution is
degraded.
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Porosity, permeability, formation factor and surface area have been calculated for the
four downscaled models; the results relative to the values calculated for the original 4003 cube
model are defined as fractional changes as plotted in Fig. 2-11. The electrical conductivity is
most affected by this process. This is expected since using coarser grids to resolve a structure
tends to close narrow pore throats. Closure of the narrow throats impacts the electrical current
more severely than hydraulic current. The contribution of small channels to electrical current
flow is important so their connectivity must be described properly. By contrast, fluid flow is
considerably less democratic and is controlled by the largest connected channels (Auzerais et
al., 1996). Another observation is that our results do not exhibit the simple linear trend
described by Arns et al (2001) (see their Fig. 1c.) in their analysis of calculations based on
Fontainebleau sandstone micro-tomograms. When the voxel edge length (image resolution)
exceeds the characteristic length of the porous medium, a more dramatic drop in the transport
properties is expected. Thus, a non-linear trend should be observed. For Finney pack, we have
the expression for the specific surface area S (Eq. 2-9). Thus, the hydraulic radius can be
written as:
R =(2-18)S 6(1 -)'
where d is grain diameter and * is porosity. For 19.80% porosity Finney pack, the
characteristic length, which is twice the hydraulic radii, should be 0.16 times the original
grain radius computed from Eq. 2-18. Compared with the edge size, which is 1/20 of the
original grain radii, the characteristic length is about 3 times the edge size (L). In Fig. 2-11, a
marked decrease in permeability and electrical conductivity can be observed when the grid
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size exceeds 4L. An advantage or working with the Finney pack is that we can focus entirely
on errors associated with image resolution, there is no additional uncertainty due to improper
segmentation.
In Fig. 2-12, we exam the impact of image resolution on models with a wide range of
porosities [6.24%, 9.91%, 15.79%, 19.80%, 25.13% and 31.52%]. The fractional change in
the electrical conductivity was computed at four resolution levels for each porosity. Clearly,
the lower the porosity, the more sensitive are the calculated transport properties to reduced
resolution.
2.7 Summary
In this chapter, we present the numerical computation method of different physical
properties on Finney pack at pore scale. A uniform finite difference (FD) scheme is applied to
solve Laplace equation for electrical problem and Stokes equation for hydraulic problem.
Laplace solver is modified to handle different level of conductivity contrast. Two different
edge detection methods are applied to recognize surface voxel in the digital binary image.
One is a gradient based - first order differential method. The second one is an
connectivity-number-based edge detection (CNED) method.
1. Binary image of 2003 cube Finney packs whose edge length equals of 1/20 of the
original grain radii is generated for computation. Numerical results on 14 Finney packs with
low, medium to high porosities compare well with the analytic rock physics models for
formation factor, permeability and specific surface area.
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2. A three phase conductivity model is proposed to include the surface conduction along
the pore-grain boundary. Three different conductivity values are assigned to the 19.80%
Finney pack microstructure. Numerically computed effective conductivity is close to the
analytic solution.
3. The effects of image resolution on computed physical properties are investigated using
majority rule. Decreased resolution leads to decreased permeability and electrical
conductivity. Image resolution has larger impact on low porosity microstructure than high
porosity microstructure.
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Figure 2-1: An example of a 1000-grain cubic subset from the 20% porosity Finney pack with
grain diameter to be 200 (dimensionless) (Toumelin and Torres-Verdin, 2008, Fig 1.a).
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Figure 2-2: (a) 3D view of one pore bounded by four grains. (b) Pore section through A-C
plane. The grain and pore space is well defined by the sphere center and grain radii.
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Figure 2-3: typical zero-CN 8-neighbors. Central pixel (m,n) and 8 neighbors 3D is shown in
(a). The black pixel in the center is defined as an inner or isolated pixel in case of (b), (c), (d),
(e), (f), and (g), (h).
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Table 2-1: Combinations of zero-CN 8-neighbors corresponding to (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g), (h)
in Fig. 2-3. The black central pixel in (a) of Fig. 2-3 is defined to be phase 0.
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Figure 2-4: The inverse of formation factor as a function of porosity for 14 granular packings
with porosities ranging from 4.02% to 362%. Green dots are the numerical results by solving
Laplace equation using FD scheme. Blue curve is the analytic rock physics model (Sen et al.,
198 1). The 3D pore structures of the Finney pack are also illustrated in the figure (pore cast is
shown in red). 36.2% porosity is when the spheres are just in contact with each other.
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Figure 2-5: Normalized permeability (-/-o) as a function of porosity for 14 granular systems
with porosities ranging from 4.02% to 36.2%. Kostanlds for the permeability of the original
36.2% porosity Finney pack. Green dots are the numerical results by solving Stokes equation
using FD scheme. Red curve is Kozeny-Carman relationship (Eq. 2-8). At 36.2% porosity,
-= 6.85e- - d2 , where d is the grain diameter.
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Figure 2-6: (a) Surface pixels (red) are shown along the pore (blue) - grain (green) boundary.
Here gradient based image processing was used on the 19.80% porosity Finney pack. (b)
Enlarged view of shadowed area (yellow square) in (a).
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Figure 2-7: Cross-plot of numerically calculated permeability, knumericai, from Stokes equation
vs. the permeability, kimage ,calculated from Paterson-Walsh-Brace relationship (Eq. 2-10).
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Figure 2-8: Three-phase representation of the porous rock. a, is solid grain (shown in green)
conductivity, a2 is the free electrolyte (shown in blue) conductivity in the pore space. a3 is
the conductivity for the surface grid at grain-fluid interface (shown in red), which contains
both free electrolyte and bound water.
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Figure 2-9: Conductivity model for the surface grids at grain-electrolyte interface (Us in Fig.
2-9). Gird size is L and grid conductivity is U3. An electric double layer (EDL) with length
Xd at nanometer scale is included in the grid with surface conductivity, asurf .The
remainder of the grid (L - xa) has conductivity of q2 , which is the free electrolyte
conductivity in the pore space.
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Figure 2-10: 3-D pore structure of the downscaled 2003, 1003, 503 ,253 cubes of 19.8%
porosity Finney pack from original 4003 cube. As the resolution decreases, the connectivity
of the pore space significantly reduced.
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Figure 2-11: Fractional change in numerically computed porosity, electrical conductivity,
permeability and surface area from 4003 cube with grid size of L to 253 cubes with grid size of
16L. The fractional changes in all quantities are with respect to their values for 4003 cube with
grid size of L.
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Figure 2-12: Fractional changes in numerically computed electrical conductivity from 2003
cube with grid size L to 253 cube with grid size 8L. The fractional changes in all quantities are
with respect to their values for 2003 cube with grid size of L.
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Chapter 3
Pore Scale Modeling of Electrical and
Fluid Transport in Berea Sandstone2
Abstract
The purpose of this chapter is to test how well the numerical calculations can predict
transport properties of porous permeable rock, given its 3-D digital microtomography (piCT)
image. For this study, we use a Berea 500 sandstone sample, whose pLCT images have been
obtained with 2.8ptm resolution. The porosity, electrical conductivity, permeability, surface
area is calculated from the pCT image and compare with laboratory measured values. For
transport properties (electrical conductivity, permeability), a finite difference scheme is
adopted. The calculated and measured properties compare quite well. Electrical transport in
Berea 500 is complicated by the presence of surface conduction in the electric double layer at
2(the bulk of this Chapter has been) accepted as: Zhan X., L. M. Schwartz, M. N. Toks6z., W.
C. Smith. and F. D. Morgan.: 2009, Pore scale modeling of rock properties and comparison to
laboratory measurements, accepted by Geophysics.
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grain-electrolyte boundary. A three phase conductivity model is proposed to compute surface
conduction on the rock pCT image. We also investigate the effects of image resolution and
computation sample size on the accuracy of numerical predictions. Reducing the resolution
(i.e., increasing the voxel dimensions) decreases the calculated values of electrical
conductivity and hydraulic permeability. Increasing the computation sample volume gives a
better match between the laboratory measurements and numerical results. Large sample
provides a better representation of the rock.
3.1 Introduction
Understanding the interaction between rock matrix and pore fluids at the microscopic
scale is essential for the interpretation of macroscopic geophysical measurements. With the
development of modem imaging techniques, such as X-ray CT and laser confocal microscopy,
direct images, with micron resolution, of the 3-D pore structure of sedimentary rocks are now
available. Accurate digital representations of the pore structure allow us to compute rock
properties from basic physical laws (Hazlett, 1995; Coles et al., 1996; Pal et al., 2002).
Computational rock physics has become a significant complement to core-derived laboratory
measurements and empirical relationships in the interpretation of borehole measurements.
In this study, we use finite difference (FD) techniques to solve the Laplace equation for
electrical conductivity and the Stokes equation for single phase fluid flow (Roberts and
Garboczi, 2000). A number of authors have used pCT images to calculate the electrical
formation factors of by treating the fluid filled porous rock as a two phase system (Auzerais
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al., 1996; Ams et al., 2001, 2005; Pal et al., 2002). The solid matrix is non-conductive and the
pore fluid has a uniform conductivity. In this case, Archie's law (Archie, 1942) describes the
linear relationship between the fluid conductivity, og, and saturated rock conductivity, eff.
In its simplest form, this is:
F (3-1)
Geff
Here F is known as the formation factor, < is the porosity and m is the cementation
exponent which depends on lithology. This relationship is based on the assumption that the
mobile ions are uniformly distributed throughout the pore space. Once the basic quantities of
electrical and fluid flow are in hand, we go on to consider two issues related to the pore grain
interface (i.e. the grain surface). While F depends only on the porosity, the fluid permeability,
k, depends in addition on the absolute dimensions of the pore space. Two of the simplest
length scales are the pore volume to surface area ratio, Vp/S and the A parameter, a dynamic
length derived from the solution of the conductivity problem (Johnson et al., 1986). We
show that both Vp/S and A can be used to estimate k.
In addition to bulk conduction, there is also the mechanism of interface conduction. The
surface of both quartz and clay grains becomes charged when in contact with an electrolyte.
Surface conductivity is confined to a thin layer known as the electric double layer (EDL)
(Debye and Htickel., 1923; Morgan et al., 1989). One of the most popular empirical models to
treat surface conductivity is the Waxman-Smits model (Waxman and Smits, 1968). They
assume that interfacial and bulk conduction can simply be added in parallel:
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1eff = ; (Yf + BQv), (3-2)
where F* is the formation factor in the low resistivity limit, Qv is the cation concentration
per unit pore volume (meq ml-1) and B is the average mobility of the counterions close to the
grain surface (mho cm 2 meq-1). The value of B can be adjusted to capture the nonlinear
(convex-upward) behavior of aeff vs. of for shaly sands.
Recent authors have devoted considerable attention to treating surface conduction at the
pore scale (Devarajan, 2006; Jin et al., 2007; Motealleh, 2007). In these work shaly sands are
modeled with surface-conductive clay coating the grains. To represent shale the grains are
assumed to be comprised entirely of conductive clays. However, all these calculations are
based on synthetic porous media, sphere packs with a single type of clay mineral. Real rocks
are known to have much more complex composition, mineral distribution and pore geometry.
Thus, one of the main objectives of this work is to numerically model surface conductivity on
real rock microstructure. In addition, laboratory data are collected to verify our numerical
calculations.
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3.2 Sample Description and Laboratory Measurements
3.2.1 BS500 Core Sample and pCT Image
Our studied sample is a Berea Sandstone 500 (BS500) core with 23.6% porosity. A 3-D
microtomography image is obtained from the Australia National University (ANU) Digital
Core Lab Consortium. This sample contains some clay. The gray-scale image with brightness
corresponding to X-ray attenuation is binarized by ANU to give clear distinction of pore
space and rock matrix using anisotropic diffusion filtering. Intensity histogram of the core
sample is shown in Fig. 3-1 (provided by ANU). The two peaks in Fig. 3-1 correspond to void
and grain in the microstructure. Normally, a clear binary image separating pore from mineral
phase is expected. The presence of low-density pore inclusions (e.g., microporosity, clay,
feldspars decaying into grains, etc.) leads to the spread in the low density signal (intermediate
portion of the histogram between the two peaks) (Knackstedt et al., 2005; Arns et al., 2005).
This core sample is digitized into 18403 voxel tomogram with 2.8 micron resolution.
BS500 contains some clay; its mineralogy is listed in Tab. 3-1 using FTIR (Fourier
Transform InfraRed Sepctroscopy). The image shown in Fig. 3-2 a is an example; the solid
phase is divided into quartz (white) and non-quartz minerals (grey). Identification and
classification of clay types using petrographic analysis are generally impossible due to the
small clay particle size (Minnis, 1984; Knackstedt et al., 2005). The current X-ray pCT
imaging technique is capable of indentifing clay types for determining the volume content for
clay minerals (Pike, 1981; Minnis, 1984; Ams, 2005). The ability to determine the spatial
relationship of minerals and the size of small particles is still limited by the image resolution
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and image processing techniques, such as accurate boundary detection between low-contrast
regions. Accordingly, we have chosen to work with the segmented image which represents
well the porosity of the interconnected pore volume and contains negligible intra-granular
porosity (Nelson, 2000; Wu, 2004). This is a reasonable and reliable starting point for
determining transport properties.
3.2.2 Laboratory Measurements
Laboratory measurements are made on a cylindrical BS500 core sample of length ~3.7cm
and diameter ~2.5cm. The formation factor was obtained using a NaCl brine with
conductivity 0.2S/m at 250C. Two permeability measurements were carried out. Gas
permeability is measured using Nitrogen (N2); the result, 858 mD, can be converted to liquid
permeability using the Klinkenberg correction (Klinkenberg, 1941; Tanikawa and Shimamoto,
2006), which is 430mD. Direct liquid permeability is also measured using NaCl brine with
0.2S/m conductivity at 25 0C by the steady state flow method in the pressure range of 0.05atm
~ 0.2atm, and it is close to 450mD. A rubber jacket is used to prevent flow around outside of
the cylindrical plug. The BET (Brunauer, Emmett and Teller, 1938) surface area measurement
is based on the volume of Krypton (Kr) gas adsorbed at a sequence of pressure points (relative
pressure range (PIPO) is between 0.06 ~ 0.19). All the laboratory measurement results are
compared with numerical calculations in the next section.
A special purpose laboratory procedure is designed to measure the electrical
conductivity, ceff , on saturated BS500 core sample. A particular concern when saturating
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with highly resistive electrolytes is chemical changes in the sample, such as clay swelling and
liberation (Waxman and Smits, 1968; Sen et al., 1981; Sen and Kan. 1987). To avoid this
problem, we used one freshly cut samples for each salinity. Samples are cut into cylinders of
-2cm length and -2.5cm in diameter from the same BS500 block. Ten samples are saturated
with NaCl brines of conductivity 0.001S/m, 0.005S/m, 0.01S/m, 0.025S/m, 0.05S/m, 0.18/m,
0.2S/m, 0.48/m, 18/m and 2S/m, respectively. Each sample is first vacuumed for a couple of
hours to expel air and then to be vacuumed-impregnated with brines in order to be fully
saturated. Saturated samples are held by a rubber jacket to prevent it from falling apart and
never allowed to dry out during the conductivity measurements, in a manner similar to the
permeability measurement. Non-polarized Ag/AgCl electrode disks (Perrier et al., 1997;
Petiau, 2000; Minsley, 2007) are made using electroplating of silver mesh following the
procedure described by Minsley (2007, Appendix C of Minsely, 2007). The silver mesh is
soaked in a NaCi solution of 1 M to be electroplated. The current needed is estimated to be 1
Coulomb per square cm of silver mesh. After a stable AgCl coating is formed on the surface
on the silver mesh. The mesh is rinsed in de-ionized (DI) water and set aside to dry. Measured
electrical conductivities of saturated BS500 are compared with numerical modeling results in
next section.
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3.3 Numerical Results and Comparison to Laboratory
Measurements
The same numerical methods will be applied to the 3-D microtomography of BS500 as
described in Chapter 2. Finite difference Laplace solver (Chapter 2.2.1, Appendix A) and
Stokes solver (Chapter 2.2.2, Appendix B) will be used to compute formation factor and
permeability. The two edge detection methods (Chapter 2.2.3) will be used to calculate
specific surface area.
3.3.1 Porosity, Formation Factor, Permeability and Surface Area
Five 4003 sub-volumes at different locations are selected in the total 18403 volume as
shown in Fig. 3-2 a. We choose the samples away from the edge in all three dimensions
(where the rock fragment could be damaged during cutting, Fig. 3-3). Sub-volume 3 is in the
middle of the sample (slice 920- slice 1319 in Z direction (axial direction of the core sample)).
Sub-volumes 1, 2, 4 and 5 are located, respectively, northwest, northeast, southwest and
southeast of sub-volume 3 to capture both vertical and horizontal heterogenerity. The choice
of representative sub-cube is first based on the porosity. Variation in porosity for five 4003
sub-fragments is within 3% and the porosity difference between each 4003 sub-cube and the
full core is also within 3%. As we go to smaller size, the porosity variation among sub-cubes
and the porosity difference from the full core is getting larger (Fig. 3-4). Thus, we will start
our computation from the 4003 sub-cubes. The hydraulic flux (u in Eq. 2-5, with unit of m/s)
and electrical current density (J in in Eq. 2-2, with unit of A/m 2) for one slice in sub-volume 3
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are color mapped (on a logarithmic scale) in Fig. 3-5. For display purposes, we chose a 2003
sub-volume in the middle of 3 (Fig. 3-5.a); the most complex pore geometry was found to be
in the X-Y plane (Fig. 3-5.b). The electrical current shows higher amplitude than the
hydraulic flux in the thin and narrow pores (Fig. 3-5.c and Fig. 3-5.d).
We could compute the effective conductivity of BS500 sample with different saturation
phases, such as gas, oil and brines with different salinity based on our modified Laplace
solver. For the saturation phase, we use the realistic conductivity value for different fluids
instead of ] as a normalized conductivity, which is the case in previous studies. The grains
could be given the quartz conductivity of 10-14 S/m instead of 0. To compute the formation
factor, we could use either 0 v.s 1 or more physically, use highly conductive brine 10-1 S/m
v.s 10-14 S/msystem. The saturated rock conductivities, Ueff, with different saturation
phases are listed in Tab. 3-2. Similar to Fig. 3-5.c, Fig. 3-6.a and Fig. 3-6.b correspond to the
electrical current density with oil and gas saturation, respectively. With an increase of the
conductivity contrast between the saturating fluid and the solid grain phase, the boundary
between the pore space and grain becomes sharper. It is obvious that larger contrasts can
better resolve the details of the structure. The example of picked surface pixels at grain-void
interface is shown in Fig. 3-7.
Porosity, formation factor, permeability and surface area of the five sub-volumes
computed from the 3D tomography are listed in Tab. 3-3. The total variation in porosity is
about 3% for five 4003 sub-fragments, which indicates our calculation size is representative.
Heterogeneity of the geometry at different locations of the core sample is reflected in both
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formation factor and permeability. An isolated inclusion, small in volume, could block the
flow without much impact on the porosity (Kameda, 2004). Distribution of the conducting
fluid phase also affects electrical conductivity.
We calculate the mean value and variance for those five sets of data and compare these
with the laboratory measurements in Tab. 3-4. The calculated mean value compare well with
the laboratory measurements. The experimental data is provided with a range to account for
the experimental errors. Some experiments are repeated a few times on different BS500 core
plugs, such as porosity, formation factor and surface area experiment. Berea sandstone is
generally accepted to be homogenous enough that the experiments are repeatable from plug to
plug. The slight difference in composition and size among plugs can lead to the small
fluctuation in the measured values. As can be observed from Tab. 3-4, the match between
experimental and numerical is best for porosity. Our numerical calculations and the low
pressure BET measurements both provide the surface area of the sandstone skeleton. The
surface area is usually expressed as square meters of surface per gram of solid. By
multiplying the grain density (2.65 g/cm 3), we could transfer the numerically solved surface
area from square meter per cube meter of solid to per gram of solid as expressed in the
laboratory measurements. Numerical result of formation factor is higher than the experimental
value. This is very like to be due to the unresolved pores (e.g., micropores and thin pore throat)
below image resolution. The calculated permeability is higher than the experimental value. In
general, coarse gridding or poor resolution leads to an over-estimation of the hydraulic flux
within the grid. This is a numerical artifact observed by both finite difference and Lattice
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Boltzmann (Kameda, 2004) simulation for fluid flow. Without distortion of the structure, the
hydraulic permeability computed from the discredited image could be higher than the one
obtained from continuum object. When the digitized image is downscaled, the distortion of
the structure (e.g., loose of the thin features and connectivities in 3D) could take effect.
Overall speaking, the calculated property values compare well with the laboratory
measurements.
3.3.2 Formation Factor - Permeability Correlation and A parameter
Correlating hydraulic permeability to other physical properties of the porous media is a
long standing and important subject. The most popular correlation relates permeability with
electrical conductivity, based on the assumption that electrical and fluid stream lines are
identical. On physical grounds we have to introduce a length scale because permeability has
dimensions of area. Typically, the proposed correlations have the form (same as Eq. 2-10):
CR2
K = , (3-3)F
where C is a dimensionless constant and R is a length related to the size of the connected pore
pathways. The permeability estimated from formation factor F is denoted as Kest. In the
simplest approach, we can use R = Vp/S, the pore volume to surface ratio. In a related but
generally better approximation, Vp/S is replaced by the A parameter (Johnson et al, 1986) in
which the value of the local square magnitude of the electric field is used to weight the
average over the pore volume and the pore-grain interface. Because we have a complete
solution of the Laplace equation, we can calculate A; its value for each sub-volume is given in
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Tab. 3-3. In Fig. 3-8, these two estimates for the permeability are compared to the results of
our FD calculations. The agreement is good except for sub-volume 4. In this sub-volume we
see that the formation factor is quite low while Keale is only slightly high and both Vp/S and
A are large. This indicates a system with a large number of narrow channels which promote
electrical transport but have relatively little influence on fluid flow. Another way to see this is
to notice that in Tab. 3-3, the sub-volumes with the largest (smallest) F values have the largest
(smallest) surface area. Also, the characteristic pore size, A, is larger than the 2.8 ptm image
resolution for all five sub-volumes. Thus, a reasonable prediction of the transport properties is
expected with our current image resolution for BS500 core sample.
3.3.3 Surface Conductivity
Our aim is to calculate surface conduction based on the realistic pore and grain shapes
defined by the BS500 piCT image. By contrast, in previous studies the solid grains were
modeled as spheres (Johnson et al., 1986; Lima and Sharma, 1990; Devarajan, 2006;
Motealleh, 2007; Toumelin, 2008). Given the sparse distribution of non-quartz minerals in
BS500 (grey in Fig. 3-2 a), the dominant mechanism for surface conduction is the electric
double layer (EDL) lying along the entire grain-electrolyte interface.
As before, our calculations are carried out on cells with edge length 2.8 microns. The
pore fluid is divided into free water and bound water which exists along all the
grain-electrolyte boundary. Thus surface voxels form a third phase in our conductivity
calculations as illustrated in Fig. 3-9 a. In this model the first kind of cell has o = 0. for the
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insulating rock matrix, the second kind of cell has conductivity o-2 corresponding to the bulk
electrolyte and the third kind of cell, containing the EDL and located at the fluid-solid
interface, has conductivity q3 - Based on the thin EDL assumption, the two conduction paths
in the interface cells can be treated, to first order, as conductors in parallel (Fig. 3-9 b). The
surface conductance, Esurf, in the EDL and the bulk conductance, Xbulk in the rest of the
cell can be summed to give the conductance of surface voxel. And as is expressed as:
_surf + Xbulk 
_ Zsurf + 2 .(L - Xd) (3_4)
s L L
Here Xd is the thickness of the EDL, L is the length of the cell edge and Esurf is surface
conductance (with units of S) over the pore-grain interface (Schwartz et al., 1989).
To quantify surface conductance- we adopt a practical method which directly uses the
CEC value of the rock sample (Kan and Sen, 1987; Sen et al., 1990; Revil et al., 1998):
Esurf = [i!] IsQvA, QV = pm[(1 - 4)#]CEC. (3-5)3 1-(
Here, pm is grain density, # is the porosity and Ps is the surface mobility of the counterions,
which is independent of electrolyte conductivity (at least above 103 mol L-1) and clay
mineralogy (Shubin et al., 1993; Revil et al., 1998; Mojid and Cho, 2008). The CEC indicates
the maximum number of exchange counterions per unit mass of the rock. Qv, which appears
in Eq. E-2, is the cation concentration per unit pore volume. In this way, we transfer the Qv
value (in per unit pore volume) to Isurf (in per unit pore surface area) through A which is a
weighted surface to volume ratio (O'Konski, 1961; Kan and Sen, 1987; Schwartz et al., 1989).
This is compatible with our assumption that every surface voxel has the same effective
conductivity. The A parameter also gives the proper geometrical factors that map conduction
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in the EDL and the bulk effectively into two conductors in parallel (Kan and Sen, 1987). For
sodium chloride electrolyte, the counterions in the electrolyte are Na* with a surface mobility,
ps=5.14 x10-] m s- V' at 250C (Patchett, 1975). We substitute the measured CEC value [0.27
meg/100g] and the computed Avalue (listed in Tab. 3-4) into Eq. E-5 to calculate the surface
conductance, Zsurf-
The last parameter to be determined is the EDL thickness (the Debye length) (Morgan et
al.., 1989; Pride and Morgan, 1991; Zhan, 2009):
Xd = EfKBT/e 2 Z2 N (3-6)
Here cr is the fluid permittivity, KB is the Boltzman constant, T is the absolute temperature, e
is the electric charge, z is the ionic valence of the solution, and N is the ion concentration
defined as N = 6.022 x 1026 x molarity. The Debye lengths for different values of the brine
conductivity were computed from Eq. E-6 and are listed in Tab. 3-5. Also given in Tab. 3-5
are the corresponding values of the surface conductivity, U3. These results comprise the input
data for our three phase solutions of the Laplace equation within the p.CT structure; we have
calculated aeff for a wide range of salinities.
Laboratory measurements (triangles) and numerical calculations (dashed and solid red
lines) are shown in Fig. 3-10. In the high salinity region, the two-phase model works well to
predict the linear relationship between the saturated rock conductivity, ceff and the
electrolyte conductivity,af. In this regime the ratio afi/aeff is the formation factor. When
the electrolyte conductivity is low and surface conductivity cannot be neglected, the
three-phase model is needed to match the experimental data and the concave upward shape of
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the 0eff vs. of curve. Also shown in Fig. 3-10 is a curve based on the Waxman Smits
equation (solid green line). Here we have taken their parameters for B in Eq. E-2: B= 0.046[l
- 0.6exp (-ad(0.013)) ], where cf is expressed in mho cm'. This choice leads to an over
estimate of rock conductivity at low salinities. The form of B was chosen by Waxman and
Smits to fit conductivity data at mostly medium to high salinities (above 0.2 S/m). The
decrease of B with salinity described by their model is also controversial (Schwartz, 1989;
Revil et al., 1998).
Besides using the practical models, in which Qv (or alternatively, CEC) is the key
parameter, we have also examed the most basic electrochemical model adopted by Morgan
(Morgan et al., 1989). The surface conductance Isurf is obtained by the multiplication of 07f,
and EDL thickness Xd with a hyperbolic function of the normalized zeta potential (Overbeek,
1952; Morgan et al., 1989). With an estimated zeta potential as a function of af, (Pride and
Morgan, 1991; zeta potential expression is given in Appendix D), we obtain a constant
Esurf value using Morgan's method at low salinities (less than 0.2S/m). This is consistent
with the result from our calculations using Eq. E-5. The basic mechanisms of surface
conduction, especially in the low salinity regime, remain the subject of active research. Our
approach is based on: (1) the measured CEC value, (2) the A parameter obtained by resolving
the electric field in the microstructure, (3) a constant value for the surface mobility, Ps and (4)
an interface conduction path along the entire grain-electrolyte boundary.
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3.4 Impact of Image Resolution
The fact that we are using finite size voxels limits our ability to resolve the smallest
features of the pore space. To test the importance of this effect we have generated a sequence
of models with successively poorer resolution by doubling the voxel edge length. Eight high
resolution voxels form one low resolution voxel with a simple majority rule used to assign the
new voxel to be either pore or grain. If more than 4 of the original voxels were in the pore
(grain) space, the new voxel is assigned to be pore (grain); if the breakdown of the original
voxels is 4 grain and 4 pore, then the new voxel is assigned randomly. [Note that this is
slightly different than the procedure used by Jin (Jin et al., 2009); they assign the 4-4 case to
the grain space which leads to decreasing porosity as the resolution is degraded.] The five
models then vary from the original 4003 with 2.8 pm resolution to 253 with 44.8 ptm
resolution. Four downscaled cubes from the original 4003 cube (sub-set #3 in Fig. 3-2 a) are
shown in Fig. 3-11. The connectivity of pore space is largely reduced with decreasing
resolution. The structure of the medium is severely compromised in the model with cell size
44.8 pm.
Porosity, permeability, formation factor and surface area were calculated for the five
models; their fractional change relative to the original 4003 with 2.8 pm resolution is plotted
in Fig. 3-12. We note that the purely geometric parameters (porosity and surface area) are
relatively unaffected while the electrical conductivity is most affected. This is expected since
using coarser cells to resolve a structure tends to describe the curved grain boundaries
inaccurately and to close narrow pores. While closing a few narrow channels will not affect
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surface area greatly, the impact on transport properties is dramatic. As discussed in
connection with Fig. 3-5 c and Fig. 3-5 d, electrical current is more severely affected than
hydraulic current. We note that our results do not exhibit the simple linear trend described by
Arns et al. (2001; see their Fig. ic.) in their analysis of calculations based on Fontainebleau
sandstone micro-tomograms. This non-linear trend is expected because when the image
resolution is degraded to the point where the voxel edge is larger than typical channel
diameters (Tab. 3-4), the estimation of transport properties is quite poor. A marked decrease
in permeability and electrical conductivity is observed when the cell size goes from 5.6 pm to
11.2 ptm. By contrast, when we go from 2.8 to 5.6 pm, there is relatively little change in the
transport properties because the pore throats are fairly well resolved.
3.5 Impact of Computation Size
From the properties calculated on five 4003 sub-fragments, we can observe the
heterogeneity of all properties at 4003 scale. This corresponds to 1.1mm3 for physical size.
Now, we consider the effect computation size by enlarging our model from 4003 to 8003, both
with 2.8 pm resolution. The Laplace solver is optimized to allow dynamic allocation of
memory. One 8003 sub-fragment is chosen from the total 18403 based on the criteria of
porosity (Fig. 3-13). A single conductivity run at 8003 cube scale requires ~10 Gbytes of
memory and 15 CPU hours to complete on a Intel Quad-Core Xeon 3GHz processor. In the
8003 model, we get 13.75 for electrical formation factor, which is much closer to the
experimental value than taking the mean value of five 4003 sub-volumes. Thus, the choice of
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representative computation cell size is important. Within the capacity of computational power,
large sampling volume is always preferable.
Of course, boosting the computation to larger volume will increase the computation
expanse. Optimization of the computation algorithm and more powerful hardwares (e.g.,
cluster) are required. Thus, we should run the image resolution effect analysis on the specific
core sample and the CT image. Finding an optimal resolution to run a large volume within the
computational capacity will help to give the best computable physical size.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, electrical and fluid transport properties of a Berea Sandstone with 23.6%
porosity are computed from an X-ray pCT image and are compared with laboratory
measurements. Finite difference techniques are used to solve Laplace's equation for electrical
conductivity and Stokes' equation for viscous fluid flow. Two different image processing
methods are applied to identify surface voxels in the digital binary image.
1. For computation, we chose five 4003 sub-volumes at different locations within the core.
Each corresponds to a physical sample (1 mm 3). The computed physical properties varied
between samples: formation factor by a factor of two (12 to 22), permeability by a factor of
three (0.38 darcy to 1.05 darcy) and surface area from 0.69 m 2 /g to 0.88 m2 /g. These
variations are due to the heterogeneity of the BS500 at the mm scale.
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2. The average values of properties calculated for five samples compared well with
laboratory measured values. To obtain representative values of physical properties, it is
necessary to do calculations on several sub-samples.
3. Optimization of our computation algorithm enabled us to perform calculations on a
large (8003) 3D volume; this calculation gives better results for the electrical formation factor.
4. The effects of image resolution on computed physical properties were investigated.
Decreased resolution leads to sharply decreased permeability and electrical conductivity.
5. Good results were obtained to support a correlation linking permeability to electrical
conductivity through the calculated geometric and dynamic length scales.
6. A three phase conductivity model was developed to treat surface conduction based on
the rock pCT image. This model agrees with experimental data and provides a better fit than
the Waxman-Smits equation.
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Figure 3-1: Intensity (i.e. X-ray attenuation) histogram before and after application of the
anisotropic diffusion filter on BS500 core sample (provided by ANU). The first peak on the
left hand side corresponds to void space of the microstructure. The second peak on the right
hand side corresponds to the grains. The intermediate portion of the curve between the two
peaks corresponds to the low density pore inclusions (e.g., microporosity, clays, feldspars,
etc.).
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Composition Weight Fraction (%)
Quartz 88.9
Clay 3.9
Feldspar 3.4
Carbonate 2.2
Evaporite 0.5
Others 1.1
Table 3-1: Composition of Berea Sandstone 500 core sample (provided by Schlumberger Doll
Research).
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Figure 3-2: (a) View of selected five 4003 sub-volumes at different locations in the total 18403
BS500 core sample with 2.8 micron resolution. X-ray intensity values are encoded in grey
shades with brightness corresponding to increased intensity. (b) Pore-cast for sub-volume 3
from the middle of the total volume. (c) 2002 subset from sub-volume 3 showing absolute
units. (d) Thin section for Berea 500 showing quartz grains and additional mineral inclusions.
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Slice 1 Slice 2
Slice 3 Slice 4
Figure 3-3: Slice 1, 2, 3, 4 in the total 18403 volume in Z direction. The shaded area (circled
out in green) in slice 1, 2, 3 is very likely due to the cutting damage. The image quality is
getting better moving towards the center of the core.
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Figure 3-4: Porosity distribution of different size of sub-cubes. 4003 cube is the #3
sub-volume in Fig. 3-2 with 23.81% porosity (shown in green line). The porosities of eight
2003 cube and sixty-four 100 3 cube within the 4003 cube (# 3 in Fig. 3-2) are shown in red
cross and blue circles, respectively.
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Figure 3-5: (a) 3D tilted view of a 2003 cube in #3 sub-volume in Fig. 3-2 (red indicates pore
space, grey indicates grain) (b) X-Y plane of the first slice in Fig. 3-2. a. (c) Electrical current
density (with the units of A/m 2) of Fig. 3-2.b in logarithm scale. (d) Hydraulic flux (with the
units of m/s) of Fig. 3-2.b in logarithm scale.
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Figure 3-6: (a) Electrical current density (with the units of A/m2) of Fig. 3-2.b saturated with
oil in (base 10) logarithm scale. (b) Electrical current density of Fig. 3-2.b saturated with gas
in (base 10) logarithm scale.
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Figure 3-7: (a) Surface pixel (red) along pore (blue) - grain (green) boundary using gradient
based image processing method. This is one slice in sub-volume #3. (b) Enlarged view of
shadowed area (yellow square) in (a). Surface pixels are shown in red, pore in blue and grain
in green.
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Table 3-2: The effective conductivity of BS500 saturated with gas, oil and saline water. For
highly conductive brine in the table, saturated rock conductivity and electrolyte conductivity
obeys Archie's law. The ratio between electrolyte conductivity and saturated rock
conductivity is a constant, formation factor, given in Tab. 3-3.
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Table 3-3: Numerically computed porosity, permeability, formation factor and surface area,
pore volume to surface area ratio and A parameter for the five selected sub-volumes in Fig.
3-2 a.
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#1 #2 #3 #4 #5
Porosity (%) 22.98 23.33 23.81 24.10 23.60
Formation Factor 22.23 18.69 16.11 11.98 16.31
Permeability
0.38 0.61 0.75 1.05 0.83
(Darcy)
Surface Area
0.88 0.81 0.78 0.69 0.77
(m2/g)
Pore Volume to
Surface Ratio 6.57 7.19 7.46 8.4 7.52
(pm)
A (pm) 6.48 7.51 8.24 10.18 8.18
Laboratory Numerical
Porosity (%) 23.56 ~ 23.97 23.64 ± 0.43
Formation Factor 12.68 ~ 13.84 16.40 + 3.76
Permeability
0.43 0.46 0.60 ± 0.23
(Darcy)
Surface Area
0.87 0.93 0.77+ 0.02
(m 2/g)
Table 3-4: Comparison of laboratory measurements with calculated values. The numerical
values are the mean value (bold italicized number in column 3) and variance for the five
sub-volumes. The laboratory measurements are provided with a range to account for the
experimental error. Some experiments are done multiple times on different BS500 core plugs,
such as formation factor and surface area.
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Figure 3-8: Numerically calculated permeability vs. estimated permeability. In the estimate
based on V/S the value of C= 0.225; in the A estimate, C= 0.167.
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Figure 3-9: The three-phase representation of a porous rock is shown in (a): ac is the
conductivity of solid grain, q2 is the free electrolyte conductivity and q3 is the conductivity
assigned to interface cells containing both free electrolyte and bound water. Our model for the
interface cells is shown in (b). The cell edge is L and the EDL thickness is Xd- Within the
EDL the conductivity is qeff. The remainder of the cell has conductivity of q2-
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Brine Conductivity Debye Length Surface Cell Conductivity
(U2, S/M) (Xd, A) (U3, S/M)
0.005 240 0.012
0.01 166 0.015
0.025 105 0.030
0.05 74 0.055
0.1 52 0.114
0.2 37 0.205
0.4 26 0.4
1 16 1
2 12 2
10 5.3 10
50 2.4 50
Table 3-5: Debye length (Xd), free electrolyte conductivity (U2) and surface cell conductivity
(U3) values used in the three phase conductivity model.
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Figure 3-10: Three phase conductivity calculations of the effective BS500 conductivity (solid
red line) are compared to the Waxman Smits prediction (solid green line) and experimental
data for ten brine salinities (black circles). Each calculation is based on one row of data in
Table 4. Red dashed line is the linear relationship (with Archie's formation factor) between
electrolyte conductivity and saturated rock conductivity.
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Figure 3-11: 3D pore structure of the downscaled cubes from original 4003 cube (Fig 3-3.b)
using majority rule. Connectivity of the pore space and thin pore throat is getting lost with
decreasing image resolution.
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Figure 3-12: Fractional change in numerically computed porosity, electrical conductivity,
permeability and surface area from 4003 cube with 2.8 micron resolution to 253 cube with
44.8 micron resolution. Marked decrease could be observed in conductivity and permeability
when the image resolution exceeds 5.6 micron.
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Figure 3-13: A 8003 cube is chosen within the whole volume based on the criteria of porosity
(above). The formation factor calculated on the 8003 cube is closer to the experimental result
than the mean value for five 4003 sub-sets (below). The laboratory value is the mean value for
multiple measurements in Tab. 3-4.
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Chapter 4
Quantitative High Frequency AC
Seismoelectric Measurement on Berea
Sandstone 3
Abstract
In brine-saturated rock, the existence of mobile charge within a thin layer along the
fluid-solid interface, which is known as electric double layer (abbreviated as EDL) leads to
electrokinetic phenomena. DC streaming potential is the electric potential induced by the fluid
flow under constant pressure across a fluid filled porous rock. The alternating electric field
induced by an acoustic wave propagating through the porous rock is the so called
seismoelectric signal. In this chapter, we present quantitative AC seismoelectic measurement
at high frequencies (10 kHz to 120 kHz) on Berea 500 sandstone (BS500) rock samples. In a
solution tank, we measure the seismoelectric signals induced by acoustic waves at 10 kHz to
120 kHz on BS500 plate saturated with 0.01S/m to 0.4S/m NaCl brines. We use single sine
3 In preparation to be submitted to Geophysics.
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pulse and five-cycle sine burst as the acoustic source wavelets. Received acoustic and electric
signals are analyzed in both time domain and frequency domain. DC streaming potential is
also measured on BS500 cylinders with the same brine saturations as in AC experiments.
Given the BS500 rock tCT image and experiment measurements, we can quantify the
porosity, permeability, tortuosity and A parameter. The frequency dependence of the coupling
coefficient with respect to its DC limit is calculated theorectically using Pride's model. The
majority of the measured AC seismoelectric voltage coupling coefficient follows the trend
predicted by Pride's model. The high frequency, high pressure transient and wavelet
techniques presented in this work extend our ability to conduct quantitative SE measurements
at acoustic borehole logging frequencies applied in the field and laboratory. The overall data
quality is better for single sine pulse than five-cycle sine burst due to its higher resolution and
simplicity in the time domain. This is optimistic for field application where the high pressure
transient is commonly adopted as the source wavelet.
4.1 Introduction
Electrokinetic phenomena, which occur in the fluid saturated porous media, are a
consequence of a mobile space charge region that exists at the interfacial boundary of two
different phases (pore fluid and solid matrix). This region is commonly referred to as the
electric double layer (EDL) (Debye and Htckel., 1923; Morgan et al., 1989; Pride and
Morgan, 1991). Among several possible models of the electric double layer, the Gouy-Stern
model, which has been improved by many authors, is generally accepted (Dukhin and
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Derjaguin, 1974; Bockris and Reddy, 2000). The Gouy-Stem EDL model is depicted in Fig.
4-1 (Overbeek, 1952; Bockris and Ready, 1970; Pride and Morgan, 1991). The first layer of
cations is bound to the anion-solid surface through both Van-der-Waals and electrostatic
forces. They are bound so strongly that they are assumed to be immobile. The partially fixed
part of the EDL is called the Stem layer and is, in general, further divided into two layers: one
is the inner Helmholtz plane (IHP) and the other is the outer Helmholtz plane (OHP). Beyond
this first layer of bound cations, there is a diffuse distribution of mobile cations whose
position is determined by a balance between electrostatic attraction to the absorbed layer and
diffusion toward the neutral electrolyte. This diffuse part of the EDL is called the Gouy
diffuse layer. The Gouy-Stem is therefore a composite of a Stem layer and a Gouy diffusion
zone. The separation between the mobile and immobile charge is called the shear plane. The
zeta potential, C, is the electric potential at the shear plane, and the electric potential in neutral
electrolyte (no excess charge) is defined to be zero (Bockris and Reddy, 1970; Pride and
Morgan, 1991).
It is normally assumed that the diffuse distribution of mobile charge alone gives rise to
the electrokinetic phenomena and the absorbed layer does not contribute to the electrokinetic
phenomena. The only role of the immobile charge absorbed onto the surface is to fix the value
of the electric potential at the shear plane (the zeta potential). Zeta potentials are usually
obtained in experimental studies. Theoretical determination of ( remains problematic due to
the complexity of the adsorbed layer (Pride and Morgan 1991; Haartsen, 1995). This zeta
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potential is the quantitative index of intensity for the EDL and differs in different
material-electrolyte systems.
When fluid flows through a porous medium under certain pressure, the movement of the
ions forms an electric current. We can measure the pressure induced electric potential. The
ratio between the resulting potential and exerted pressures is referred to as the potential
coupling coefficient. If the driving force is a constant pressure, we call the resulting voltage a
DC streaming potential. If the driving force is seismic or acoustic wave, we call the resulting
voltage a seismoelectric potential.
Streaming potential has been quantitatively measured in laboratories in the DC or low to
medium AC (a few Hz to a few hundred Hz) frequency range (Ahmed, 1964; Ishido and
Mizutani, 1981; Morgan et al., 1989; Pengral et al., 1999; Reppert and Morgan, 2002). Field
seismoelectric researches have also been carried out at low to medium frequency range (a few
Hz to a few hundred Hz) in the surface survey (Thompson and Gist, 1993; Garambois and
Dietrich, 2001) and borehole (Mikhailov et al., 2000; Hunt and Worthington, 2000) by putting
the source on the surface. The illumination depth is confined to be within a few hundred
meters. In the recent a few years, high frequency seismoelectric signals (higher than 1kHz)
have also been recorded and analyzed in laboratory experiments (Zhu and Toksoz, 2005;
Block and Harris, 2006; Singer et al., 2006; Zhu et al., 2008) with effective pressure
generating devices. These researches provide strong evidence that the received electric signals
are generated from seismoelectric conversion in the fluid saturated rock at frequencies higher
than 1 kHz. The intention is trying to move SE measurement into the wellbore to evaluate
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formation properties (e.g., permeability) and detect fractured zone at depth. However, those
high frequency experiments remain at the qualitative stage due to the difficulty in the
quantification of the acoustic wave field at different frequencies. The frequency dependent
acoustic and electric fields provided in those studies are normalized with respect to the values
at a certain frequency.
The first theoretical development of electrikinetic transport equations is attributed to
Helmholtz and Smoluchowski (Helmholtz, 1879; Smoluchowski, 1903). The DC streaming
potential coupling coefficient for capillary geometry is deduced by equating the convection
and conduction currents. Later, Packard deduced the frequency-dependent coupling
coefficient for capillary geometry and verified his theory with experiments on capillary
samples (Packard, 1953). Neev and Yeatts (1989) postulated sets of equations that attempt to
model the interaction between mechanical waves and electric fields due to electrokinetics.
However, their work did not solve the full set of Maxwell's equations which ignore the
electromagnetic disturbances induced by shear wave. In 1994, Pride proposed a generalized
theory for frequency dependent seismoelctric potentials for porous media (Pride, 1994).
Pride's final equations have the form of Maxwell's equations coupled to Biot's equations. The
pore scale flow and electric fields are first integrated to give the high- and low-frequency
definition of the coupling coefficient. The two limits are then connected by a simple
postulated function (Pride, 1994). The frequency dependence in the coupling coefficients is
obtained following the procedure outlined by Johnson, Koplik and Dashen (Johnson et al.,
1987). Thus, Pride's model parameters are rock porosity, permeability, tortuosity and A
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parameter, which is the weighted surface to volume ratio defined by Johnson (Johnson et al.,
1987).
Pride's model has been validated by Reppert (Reppert, 2000; Reppert and Morgan, 2002)
and compared with Packard's model on glass capillary, glass filters with pore diameters
ranged from 34 micrometers to 1 millimeter. Real and imaginary parts of frequency
dependent streaming potentials are both measured by Reppert for the first time. Both
Packard's and Pride's models fit the frequency dependent streaming potential capillary and
porous filter data. Theoretically, when using capillary geometry terms and neglecting
second-order effects, Pride's model is identical to Packard's model when the series and
asymptotic approximations are used (Reppert, 2000). Reppert also measured the frequency
dependent coupling coefficient on one rock sample, Boise sandstone, which has an estimated
permeability of 2.89 Darcy and equivalent pore radius of 17 micrometers (Reppert, 2000).
Pride's theory is compared with the rock experimental data in the frequency range below 1
kHz.
The present study is motivated by the recognition that, with the ability to effectively
generate and quantify the acoustic wave field excited by high frequency transient and wavelet,
we can extend the SE measurement to the frequency range applied in borehole acoustic
logging. In this research, we present the laboratory set-up for quantitative high frequency (10
kHz to 120 kHz) seismoelectric measurement. The rock sample we use is BS500 plate with
0.5 Darcy permeability. Quantification of the acoustic wave field is done prior to the
seismoelectric measurement. Both single sine pulse and five-cycle sine burst are excited as
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the acoustic source wavelets. DC streaming potentials are measured on BS500 saturated with
NaCl electrolyte in the conductivity range of 0.01S/m to 0.4S/m. The transport and
geometrical parameters of BS500 are quantified from rock tCT image and laboratory
measurements. The theoretically calculated frequency dependent coupling coefficient using
Pride's equation can be obtained without any approximation on the rock properties. Finally,
the comparison between theoretical prediction and laboratory measurements are made.
4.2 DC Streaming Potential Measurements on BS500
4.2.1 Experiment Apparatus
Streaming potentials are measured across the cylindrical BS500 core samples saturated
with different NaCl conductivities (0.01S/m to 0.4S/m) in the pressure range of 0.05atm to
0.2atm. If a pressure difference AP applied across across the sample causes brine to flow, the
streaming current will carry charge from one end of the sample to the other. The resulting
streaming potential AV can be measured. The streaming potential opposes the streaming
current which flows along the pore surface and sends conduction current back through the
pore volume. When the system reaches steady state, the streaming potential AV is linearly
proportional to the applied pressure differenceAP. The proportionality constant is the
streaming potential coupling coefficientKso.
A 10cm length and 2.5cm diameter BS500 cylinder is cut into five 2cm samples. Each
core sample is saturated with one conductivity NaCl brine. Thus, each sample can be retreated
as 'intact rock' equally prior to measurement. Each sample is first vacuumed for several hours
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to expel air and then is vacuumed-impregnated with brine in order to be fully saturated.
Saturated samples are held by a rubber jacket to prevent them from falling apart and are never
allowed to dry out during the measurements.
We measure the flow rate and streaming potential simultaneously. The experiment
apparatus is shown in Fig. 4-2. Twenty liters of NaCl solution is poured into the solution tank
in Fig. 4-2. The exerted pressure is determined by the vertical distance between the top of the
rock and the top of the water in the tank. The diameter of the water tank is 26 cm, which is
large enough to ensure a steady flow. The pressure range we use in this experiment is from
0.05atm -0.2atm. In theory, the streaming potential coupling coefficient Kso should be a
constant. However, a number of factors can cause the change in Kso for a particular
experiment system. For example, high applied pressure can cause changes in pore geometry
(Amaefule et al., 1986) and turbulent effect at high flow rates (Geertsma, 1974). If the sample
has a rigid structure and permeability that is not too low, Kso can persist to be a constant
with applied pressure as large as 100kPa and perhaps higher (Ishido and Mizutani, 1981;
Jouniaux and Pozzi, 1995). Thus, 0.05atm-0.2atm should be a suitable pressure range for our
BS500 core sample with approximately 450mD liquid permeability. And this is verified in the
linearity of pressure gradient-flow rate cross plot described in the next section. To minimize
the electrode polarization (Perrier et al., 1997; Petiau, 2000; Minsley, 2007) and electrode
drift (Morgan et al., 1989; Gusev and Horvith; 2002), we use freshly made Ag/AgCl
electrodes to measure the DC streaming potential. The multimeter we use has a maximum
sensitivity of 0.02mV, an input resistance of 1Mg.
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4.2.2 Data and Results
The volume flow rate Qf is determined by measuring the weight of the brine flowing
through the sample per unit time under pressure drop AP. Darcy velocity uf is found
from uf = Qf/A, where A is the sample's cross sectional area. The pressure gradient VP is
obtained by the division of AP by the sample length 1. Permeability is computed as
K = 77/m, where i7 is the fluid viscosity and m is the slope of the line fitted to the crossplot
of VP and uf. We show the pressure gradient and Darcy velocity crossplot for one sample
saturated with 0.2S/m brine in Fig. 4-3 soon after the saturation. The estimated permeability
from Fig. 4-3 is 390.9mD. From the linearity of the experimental data, we can assume the
persistence of the rock structure in the applied pressure range.
The pore-fluid system is a closed system in which the rock is dissolving (Reppert 2000).
The time to conduct the streaming potential measurements varies from a few hours to one or
two months after saturation for different rock-electrolyte systems and different experiment
purposes (Ishido and Mizutani, 1981; Morgan et al., 1989; Jouniaux and Pozzi, 1995; Pengra
et al., 1999; Reppert 2000). For our BS500 core sample, which contains a traceable amount of
clay minerals (Tab. 3-2), the swelling and liberation of clay can cause geometrical and
chemical change of the rock (Waxman and Smits, 1968; Sen and Kan. 1987), especially when
the saturation electrolyte is dilute. We use one BS500 core sample saturated with 0.012S/m
NaCl brine and monitor the time evolution of the rock-brine system. The permeability of
BS500 greatly decreased after it was immersed in 0.012S/m NaCl brine for 48 hours.
However, it kept close to 390.9mD at the first three to four hours after saturation. We know
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that the frequency dependence of the coupling coefficient is closely related to the permeability
of the rock. Thus, we chose to conduct the streaming potential and AC seismoelectric
potential measurement soon after the saturation. In this case, both DC and AC experiments
are conducted under the same experimental conditions without much change in the rock
permeability.
Five 2cm samples are saturated in NaCl brines with electric conductivities of 0.012S/m,
0.048S/m, 0.095S/m, 0.2S/m and 0.4S/m, respectively. For each conductivity, we measure the
streaming potentials AV at four water heights (the vertical distance from the water level in
the bottle and the surface of the sample) of 70cm, 120cm, 170cm and 220cm. The streaming
potential coupling coefficient is obtained as the slope of AV and AP crossplot best fitted
through the four data points. Measured streaming potential coupling coefficients for five
conductivity brines are given in Fig. 4-4. The streaming potential coupling coefficient for
0.4S/m NaCl brine in Fig.4-4 is 26 nV/Pa. This is close to the value of 34 nV/Pa measured
by Pengra (Pengra et al., 1999, Fig. 4 and Fig. 9) on BS500 (Pengra et al., 1999, Tab. 1) with
0.5S/m NaCl brine. The Berea Sandstone 500 in their study had slightly higher permeability
(K=57]mD) and lower formation factor (F=11.8) than our BS500 core sample. Their
measurements are taken within the first two days of saturation using a low frequency AC
(0-70Hz) driving force (Pengra et al., 1999). The NaCl brine conductivity range in their
research is from 0.5 S/IM to 6.38S/m. Electric signals with high signal to noise ratio are
recorded; even the saturation brine has a high conductivity of 6.38S/m.
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4.3 High Frequency AC Seismoelectric Measurements on
BS500
4.3.1 Experiment Apparatus
To measure the seismoelectric signals induced by high frequency acoustic waves (10
kHz to 120 kHz), we use a plate sample of BS500. A rectangular BS500 plate, 2.54cm in
width and 15 cm in height and length, is taken from the same Berea Sandstone 500 block as
the cylindrical core samples used for the DC streaming potential measurement. The plate
sample is held by two thin Lucite boards, one on each side, and placed stably in a water tank.
Fig. 4-5 shows the schematic of the experiment set-up. The size of the water tank is large
enough to separate the seismoelectric signals induced in the rock sample and reflections from
the tank walls. Mesh Ag/AgCl electrodes are glued to the plate to record voltages between the
electrode and the ground. This strong coupling between the rock and electrode minimizes the
vibration of the electrode induced by the acoustic wave.
The acoustic source (Hydrophone Celesoc, model LC-34) excites a sine wave in 10 kHz
to 120 kHz frequency range. A high power function generator (HP3314A) forms the initial
sine burst. This signal goes through a linear power amplifier (AC Techron, 3620 Linear
Amplifier) and the signals are amplified up to 100V. The high voltage signals are applied to
the source hydrophone to generate an acoustic sine wave in the water container. The sampling
rate is 1000 ns. For each trace we record 512 points. The filter range is set from 300 Hz to 500
kHz, which is broad enough to include all the dominant acoustic and electric signals. To
reduce random noise, we use the averaging function of the oscilloscope. Each trace in the
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electric array data is the average of 512 sweeps. Good shielding, to eliminate the outside noise,
is also very important for weak signal detection. Some good practices include the following:
effectively grounding the computers, oscilloscope, and the shielding line of the point
electrode; placing the transducers and electrodes completely in water; shutting down
unnecessary electric sources and grounding the water tank.
4.3.2 Quantification of Acoustic Pressures
Prior to the seismoelectric measurements, we first need to quantify the acoustic wave
field in our model. Two aspects are examined: 1) frequency dependent voltage sensitivity of
the receiver hydrophone; 2) choice of source wavelet.
Fig. 4-6 shows the set-up for to calibrate the frequency dependent voltage sensitivity of
the receiver hydrophone. We use a newly purchased Briel & Kjwer Type 8103 hydrophone,
whose sensitivity chart is given in Fig. 4-7, as a standard receiver. This standard hydrophone
gives stable voltage sensitivity in the frequency range of 10 kHz to 100 kHz. There are some
fluctuations beyond 100 kHz as observed in Fig. 4-7. The accurate voltage sensitivities for
individual frequencies are given in Tab. 4-1.The transformation between the acoustic pressure
Pa and recorded electric voltage V is given as:
k = 20 logo . (4-1)
Here, k is the voltage sensitivity listed in Tab. 4-1 for each frequency. K1 is the ratio of
V/pPa at each frequency and KO is IV/pPa. We place the receiver hydrophone right behind
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the front Lucite board as shown in Fig. 4-6. The distance between the source hydrophone and
receiver hydrophone is 21.5cm.
Choice of the source wavelet is another important issue in the determination of acoustic
wave field. The high power function generator (HP3314A) can generate a continuous sine
wave, single sine pulse and multi-cycle sine bust (e.g., five-cycle sine burst and ten-cycle sine
burst) as shown in Fig. 4-8. The continuous wave represents a monochromatic signal.
However, a standing wave can be generated in the water tank when we excite a continuous
wave. In this case, the amplitude of the acoustic wave field is very sensitive to the location of
the receiver and frequency. The acoustic pressure at the receiver location can vary
dramatically at different frequencies due to the standing wave.
The "pro" of using single sine plus is to obtain better resolution in the time domain.
Transmitted and reflected waves can be distinguished and separated in time domain
waveforms. The "con" of single plus is the complexity in the frequency domain. On the
contrary, the five-cycle sine wave is simple in frequency content while more difficult to pick
direct arrivals in time domain.
When the source wavelet is a single sine pulse with center frequency of 10 kHz to 120
kHz, Fig. 4-9 shows the waveforms recorded by the receiver hydrophone. In the time domain,
direct arrival at 0.14ms can be clearly identified. Reflections from the water tank walls are
also shown in the later part of the waveform at around 0.2ms 0.44ms. All traces in Fig. 4-9 are
normalized with the same scaling factor. In Fig. 4-10, we show the transferred acoustic
pressure at the receiver location as a function of frequency. Pressure (with the unit of Pa) is
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calculated from the amplitude of direct arrivals (with the unit of V) in Fig. 4-9 using the
voltage sensitivity chart listed in Tab. 4-1.
The curve in Fig. 4-10 shows the system response for acoustic pressure, which convolves
the frequency response of source hydrophone, receiver hydrophone and receiving system.
Given the frequency response curve in Fig. 4-7 from 10 kHz to 120 kHz for the receiver
hydrophone, we can deduce the source hydrophone has a central frequency around 60kHz to
80 kHz from Fig. 4-10. Received acoustic pressures above 40 kHz are larger in magnitude
than those below 40 kHz. Similarly, Fig. 4-11 shows the received acoustic waveforms with
five sine burst excitation. For the frequencies above 100 kHz, direct arrivals (at about 0.14ms)
can be clearly distinguished from the later reflections (at about 0.2ms) in time domain. Below
100 kHz, the superposition of reflection on the 3 rd to 4 th cycles of direct arrivals can be
observed. Below 40 kHz, the amplitude of direct arrivals is small and reflections are
superposed on the 1 st to 2nd cycle of direct arrivals. It is difficult to distinguish different
components for five-cycle sine burst in time domain, especially in the low frequency range. In
the range of 40 kHz to 100 kHz, we can use the signals before 0.2ms to determine the acoustic
amplitude. Below 40 kHz, we find the 3rd and 4 th cycle have the most stable and similar
amplitude. Thus, we always use the mean of the 3rd and 4 th cycle as the picked pressure value.
4.3.3 Quantification of Seismoelectric Signal
We now analyze the converted electric field recorded by the mesh electrode, which is
placed at the same location as the acoustic hydrophone (shown in Fig. 4-5). As we have
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mentioned before (section 4.3.1), the electrode is glued very close to the surface of the rock
plate to minimize its vibration induced by the acoustic wave. Taking away the rock plate in
Fig. 4-5, we hang the mesh electrode in the water at the same location. When the acoustic
wave hits the electrode, we could barely record any signal with amplitude above the noise
level. The influence of the earth's magnetic field has also been experimentally proved to be
negligible (Zhu and Toks6z, 2003).
Received electric signals excited by single sine pulse in 10 kHz to 120 kHz frequency
range are shown in Fig. 4-12 with 0.012S/m NaCl brine. All traces in Fig. 4-12 are normalized
with the same scaling factor, which is 1000 in the absolute value (26 is equivalent to 1 pV). At
the very front of the waveform, there is a sine wavelet coming at almost time zero with large
amplitude. This is an induced electric signal from the excitation of the source wavelet. This
induced electric signal possesses a similar shape to the source wavelet in time domain. A clear
arrival at around 0.14ms can be observed in the later part of the waveform. This electric signal
has a time shift with respect to the corresponding direct arrival in acoustic waveform (Fig.
4-10). From the arrival time and shape, we can tell it is the seismoelectric signal converted
from the acoustic wave. Reflections in the later part of the waveform also generate
seismoelectric signals. Compared with direct arrivals, those reflections from the water tank
walls are much smaller in amplitude. Thus, the corresponding converted electric signals are
not quite observable in the electric waveform.
Similarly, received electric signal excited by five cycle sine burst is shown in Fig. 4-13
with 0.012S/m NaCl brine. Electric influence from the source is clearly shown at the very
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beginning in all the traces. Electric signals are converted from the direct arrivals at around
0.14ms. Reflections are smaller in amplitude and superimposed on direct arrivals. Below 40
kHz, electric influence at the very front begins to interfere with the converted seismoelectric
signals at 0.14ms. This makes it difficult to accurately determine the amplitude of
seismoelectric signals in the time domain in low frequency range. Fortunately, there exists a
similarity among different cycles of five cycle sine bust, especially the 3 rd and 4th cycles.
Below 40 kHz, we first recover a complete five cycle for the induced electric signal arriving
at time zero by duplicating the 3 rd cycle twice. Then we can subtract the constructed complete
five cycles from the original wavetrain in the time domain. In this way, seismoelectric signals
are decomposed from the electric influence from the source. Similar to acoustic signals, we
always use the mean value of cycles 3 and 4 as the picked electric signal amplitude below 40
kHz. The same processing is done for the seismoelectric signals collected with 0.048S/m,
0.95S/m, 0.2S/m and 0.4S/m conductivity NaCl brines.
4.4 Experimental SE Coupling Coefficients and
Comparison with Pride's Theory
4.4.1 Experimental AC Voltage Coupling Coefficients
We have quantified the absolute values of acoustic pressure and its converted
seismoelectric voltage from the time domain waveforms. The seismoelectric voltage coupling
coefficients can be calculated by the picked electric voltage divided by the acoustic pressure
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for each frequency. As we have mentioned before, calculations in time domain are more
reliable. Especially for single sine pulse, different components can be easily distinguished.
Now we look at the frequency composition of the received signals excited by two different
wavelets. We enlarge the seismoelectric signal arriving at around 0.14ms excited by 80 kHz
sine pulse (trace No. 12 in Fig. 4-12) and plot it in Fig. 4-14 (a). Its frequency spectrum is
shown in Fig. 4-14 (b). The seismoelectric signal excited by 80 kHz five cycle sine burst is
also shown in time domain (Fig. 4-15 (a)) and frequency domain (Fig. 4-15 (b)). Five cycle
sine bust gives more accurate representation in frequency. Its FFT is close to a delta function
with a peak at 80 kHz. Single sine pulse, on the other hand, contains more frequency content.
Its FFT is close to a Sinc function with peak frequency at 75 kHz. This slight shift in the
central frequency is caused by the transient nature of single sine pulse. For five cycle sine
burst, we can simply assign the seismoelectric voltage coupling coefficients to each excitation
frequency. For single sine burst, we assign the seismoelectric voltage coupling coefficients to
the peak frequency in its spectrum, which may vary slightly from its excitation frequency.
4.4.2 Pride's Formula for AC SE Coupling Coefficient
The macroscopic governing equations controlling the coupled acoustics and
electromagnetic of porous media are derived from first principles by Pride in 1994 (Pride,
1994). His approach is to volume average the equations in the fluid and solid phases while
allowing the boundary conditions that exist on the fluid-solid interface. Derived equations
have the form of Maxwell's equations coupled to Biot's equations with coupling occurring in
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the flux-force (or transport) relations (see detail in Appendix D). His version of the frequency
dependent electrokinetic coupling coefficient is expressed as:
L(w) o m Xd 3 Xd 1
=n(1 - 2 -2 _ 2 ]-, (4-2)LO oc4 A 6
where LO is the low frequency limit of the coupling coefficient, oc = $fl/a, Kopf is the
so-called transition frequency, cj is porosity, Ko is DC permeability, a. is the tortuosity, fl
is the fluid viscosity, m is a dimensionless parameter defined as m = $A 2/a, Ko, A is the
weighted volume to surface ratio as introduced previously, 6 = fl/wpf is so-called viscous
skin depth, Xd is the Debye length as introduced previously.This electrokinetic coupling
coefficient, L, equals to the multiplication of voltage coupling coefficient Ks by the brine
saturated rock conductivity.
From Eq. 4-2, we can see that the frequency dependence of the seismoelectric coupling
coefficient is closely related to the transport and geometrical parameters of the porous
medium. The four key parameters are $, Ko, a, and A, which are independent of each other.
Although each individual parameter could vary greatly from rock to rock, the dimensionless
parameter m is relatively stable for different porous media. Both laboratory and numerical
evidence suggests that when $, Ko, a and A are independently measured, m lies in the
range 4 < m 8 (Johnson et al., 1986, 1987; Charlarix et al., 1988; Kostek, 1992; Pride,
1993, 1994) for a variety of porous media raging from grain packings to networks of variable
radii tubes. Based on the thin electric double layer assumption, the correction term 1 -
2 Xd/A represents, at most, a few percent correction. Thus, to the first order, the frequency
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dependent coupling coefficient (Ks or L) is determined by the transition frequency oc and
their DC value (Ks, or L.).
For BS500, we have the laboratory measurements value of * and KO, which has been
listed in Tab. 3-5. For A parameter, we calculated it from the electric field distribution in the
ptCT image (shown in Tab. 3-4). Tortuosity, as is calculated as the multiplication of
formation factor, F, and porosity, # (Brown, 1980). We use the laboratory values for
formation factor, F, and porosity (Tab. 3-5) to get a tortuosity value of 2.96. Debye length is
calculated as a function of electrolyte concentration using Eq. 3-8 and is shown in Tab. 3-5.
Taking all the parameters into Eq. 4-2, we can quantify the frequency dependence of the
coupling coefficient with respect to their DC values in our experiment.
4.4.3 Comparisons and Discussions
We have experimentally determined DC voltage coupling coefficients Ks, for BS500
saturated with 0.012S/m, 0.048S/m, 0.95S/m, 0.2S/m and O.4S/m NaCl brines (Fig. 4-4).
Combined with the frequency dependence determined by Eq. 4-2, the high frequency
seismoelectric voltage coupling coefficient, Ks(o), and DC voltage coupling coefficients,
Kso, is predicted as the blue lines in Fig. 4-17 for different conductivity brines. The low
frequency limit is essentially the DC voltage coupling coefficientsKso. Together plotted are
the experimental results of seismoelectric coupling coefficients in the 10 kHz to 120 kHz
frequency range using single sine pulse (colored dots in Fig. 4-17). Similarly, five cycle
results are compared with theoretical predictions in Fig. 4-18.
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It appears that the best match between experimental data and theoretical prediction is in
the 40 kHz to 100 kHz frequency range for both sine pulse and five-cycle burst. This is due to
the large acoustic pressure amplitude within this frequency range (Fig. 4-10). Below 40 kHz,
the acoustic pressure greatly drops and consequently the seismoelectric signals are weak. This
can be observed in the 1st to the 7th trace in Fig. 4-12 and Fig. 4-13. Especially for the five
cycle sine burst, it is more difficult to pick the amplitude of converted electric signal under the
superposition of source electric influence. In Fig. 4-18, we can see the discontinuity between
the front part (10 kHz to 40 kHz) and the back part (50 kHz to 120 kHz) of the experimental
data.
However, for single sine pulse, we observe a convex-up-trend in the experimental data
above 100 kHz. This is consistently shown for all five conductivities. One explanation for this
is that single sine pulse is not monochromatic in the frequency domain. Higher frequency sine
pulse has a broader frequency spectrum. Thus, the non-central frequency components will
contribute more in the high frequency range. Also the central frequency of seismoeletric
signals can be slightly different from the excitation central frequency due to the transient
nature of single sine pulse. This convex-up-trend is not observed in the five-cycle
experimental data above 100 kHz. Five cycle sine burst gives better resolution and accurate
representation in the frequency domain.
We plot the results for each conductivity separately in Fig. 4-19 to Fig. 4-23. Overall
speaking, single sine pulse data gives a better match to the theoretical curve than five sine
burst at all five conductivities. Experimental values are closer to theoretical values for low
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conductivity brines than high conductivity brines. In the high conductivity region, some of the
experimental data can differ from the theoretical value by a factor of two to three, especially
for those under 40kHz. This is also due to the smaller coupling coefficient at high brine
conductivity and consequently the weaker seismoelectric signals.
4.5 Summary
In this Chapter, we study the seismoelectric response of a fluid saturated porous
permeable rock. Quantitative AC seismoelectic measurement at high frequencies (10 kHz to
120 kHz) on a rock sample is the main innovation in this Chapter. This work extends the
quantitative SE measurement to the frequency range applied for acoustic borehole logging in
the field and laboratory. DC and high frequency AC seismoelectric voltage coupling
coefficients are measured on the BS500 cylinders and plate sample under the same
experimental conditions in a water tank. We vary the saturation NaCl brine conductivities to
be 0.012S/m, 0.048S/m, 0.095S/m, 0.2S/m and 0.4S/m. Both single sine pulse and five-cycle
sine burst are excited as acoustic source wavelets. Recorded acoustic and seismoelectric
signals are analyzed in both time and frequency domains. Given the BS500 rock piCT image
and experimental measurements, we can quantify the four key rock parameters, which are
<p, Ko, a,, and A. Thus, the frequency dependence of the coupling coefficient can be
determined theoretically using Pride's formula with respect to its DC value. The majority of
the experimental data between 40kHz and 100kHz frequency range, where the source
hydrophone transmit high amplitude acoustic pressure, are found to follow the theoretical
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curve. Though the seismoelectric coupling coefficient decreases with the increasing frequency
and brine conductivity, a measurable seismoelectric signal can still be recorded using
effective high pressure generating devices. Conducting the acoustic and SE measurements in a
water tank helps us to quantify the acoustic pressure transmitted into the rock. The overall
data quality is better for single sine pulse than five-cycle sine burst due to its higher resolution
and simplicity in the time domain. This is optimistic for field application where the high
pressure transient is commonly adopted as the source wavelet.
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Figure 4-1: a) The Gouy-Stern EDL model. b) Potential distributions of the EDL model. The
zeta potential, (, is the electric potential at the shear plane.
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Figure 4-2: (a) Experimental system for measuring streaming potential, fluid rate, and sample
resistance. The vertical distance between the top level of the sample and the top level in the
bottle can be changed from 50cm to 200 cm. The streaming potential is measured between the
Ag/AgCl mesh electrodes V+ and V-. (b) BS500 cylindrical core sample.
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Figure 4-3: Cross plot of exerted pressure gradient VP (KPa/cm) and resulting Darcy velocity
uf (pm/s). The red circles are the measurements. All the permeability measurements are
done within the first four hours after the saturation. Permeability can be extracted from the
slope of the line fitted to the measured data (black dashed line) to be 390.9mD.
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Figure 4-4: DC streaming potential coupling coefficients (with the unit of nV/Pa) as a
function of NaCl brine conductivities (with the unit of S/m). Red circles are the
experimental data points with the black curve smoothly connecting them.
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Figure 4-5: (a) Schematic of high frequency AC seismolectric experiment in a water tank. The
length of the tank is 100cm. BS500 plate is held by two thin Lucite board stably in the water
tank. Mesh Ag/AgCl electrodes are attached to both sides of the plate to record voltages
between the electrodes and the ground. The acoustic source (Hydrophone LC-34) excites sine
wave in 10 kHz to 120 kHz frequency range.
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Figure 4-6: Calibration of the acoustic pressures at different excitation frequencies using
standard hydrophone B&K 8103 before the seismoelectric measurements.
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Fig 4-7. Voltage sensitivity response of Brnel & Kjser Type 8103 hydrophone in 4 kHz to 200
kHz frequency range.
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Frequency Sensitivity Frequency Sensitivity
(kHz) (dB re 1 V/pPa) (kHz) (dB re 1 V/pPa)
4.0 -211.2 50.0 -214.1
5.0 -211.7 56.1 -214.0
6.3 -211.3 63.0 -213.9
8.1 -211.7 71.0 -214.0
10.0 -211.9 80.0 -213.9
12.5 -212.1 90.0 -212.9
16.0 -212.1 100.0 -212.2
20.0 -212.0 112.0 -210.2
25.0 -212.0 125.1 -210.8
28.0 -212.1 140.0 -213.3
31.5 -212.2 160.0 -217.1
35.5 -213.0 180.0 -224.6
40.1 -213.5 200.1 -221.5
45.1 -214.1
Table 4-1: Voltage sensitivity for individual frequencies in 4kHz to 200kHz frequency range.
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Figure 4-8: The high power function generator (HP3314A) can generate continuous sine
waves, single sine pulse and multi-cycle sine bust (e.g., five-cycle sine burst and ten-cycle
sine burst) in time domain.
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Figure 4-9: Acoustic waveforms received by B&K 8103 receiver hydrophone in Fig. 4-6. The
source wavelet is a single sine pulse excited by LC-43 source hydrophone in Fig. 4-6. Source
wavelet has a center frequency of 10 kHz to 120 kHz.
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Figure 4-10: Received acoustic pressure (Pa) by hydrophone B&K 8103, which is calculated
from the amplitude of the direct arrivals in Fig. 4-8 using the voltage sensitivity chart in Tab
4-1.
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Figure 4-11: Acoustic waveforms received by B&K 8103 receiver hydrophone in Fig. 4-6.
The source wavelet is a five-cycle sine burst. Source wavelet has a center frequency of 10
kHz to 120 kHz.
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Figure 4-12: Seismoelectric signals recorded by the positive electrode (V+) in Fig. 4-5 for
0.012 S/M NaCl using single sine pulse from 10 kHz to 120 kHz. The electric influence from
the acoustic source is recorded at the front of the waveforms. Seismoelectric signals converted
from the direct arrivals in Fig. 4-9 are recorded at 1.4ms.
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Figure 4-13: Seismoelectric signals recorded by the positive electrode (V+) in Fig. 4-5 for
0.012 S/M NaCl using five-cycle sine burst from 10 kHz to 120 kHz. The electric influence
from the acoustic source is recorded at the front of the waveforms. Converted seismoelectric
signals are recorded at 1.4ms.
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Figure 4-14: Seismoelectric signals of trace 12 in Fig, 4-12, which are excited by single sine
pulse with center frequency of 80 kHz in the time domain (a) and frequency domain (b).
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Figure 4-15: Seismoelectric signals of trace 12 in Fig, 4-13, which are excited by five-cycle
sine burst with center frequency of 80 kllz in the time domain (a) and frequency domain (b).
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Figure 4-17: Seismoelectric voltage coupling coefficients (with the unit of pV/Pa) for Berea
Sandstone 500 in DC and 10kHz to 120kHz frequency range using single sine pulse. The
Berea Sandstone 500 core samples are saturated with NaCl brine with conductivities of 0.012
S/M, 0.048 S/M, 0.095 S/M, 0.2 S/M and 0.4 S/M, respectively. Dashed lines are the theoretical
predictions of frequency dependent coupling coefficient using Eq. 4-2 and measured DC
coupling coefficient (green triangles). Dots are the experimentally measured frequency
dependent coupling coefficient.
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Figure 4-18: Seismoelectric voltage coupling coefficients (with the unit of pVPa) for Berea
Sandstone 500 in DC and 10kHz to 120kHz frequency range using five-cycle sine burst. The
Berea Sandstone 500 core samples are saturated with NaCl brine with conductivities of 0.012
S/M, 0.048 S/M, 0.095 S/M, 0.2 S/M and 0.4 S/M, respectively. Dashed lines are the theoretical
predictions of frequency dependent coupling coefficient using Eq. 4-2 and measured DC
coupling coefficient (green triangles). Dots are the experimentally measured frequency
dependent coupling coefficient.
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Figure 4-19: Seismoelectric voltage coupling coefficients (with the unit of uV/Pa) for 0.012
S/n NaC0 using single sine wave and five-cycle sine burst, respectively.
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Figure 4-20: Seismoelectric voltage coupling coefficients (with the unit of puWPa) for 0.048
S/rn NaCl using single sine wave and five-cycle sine burst, respectively.
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Figure 4-21: Seismoelectric voltage coupling coefficients (with the unit of u V/Pa) for 0.095
S/rn NaCi using single sine wave and five-cycle sine burst, respectively.
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NaCi using single sine wave and five-cycle sine burst, respectively.
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Figure 4-23: Seismoelectric voltage coupling coefficients (with the unit of u V/Pa) for 0.4 S/rn
NaCi using single sine wave and five-cycle sine burst, respectively.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
This thesis provides a systematic study of the transport and seismeolectric properties of
porous permeable rock. Two basic scientific approaches, numerical modeling and laboratory
measurements, are adopted to study the physics of the rock - fluid system. This work was
divided into two parts to cover different aspects of the study.
I. Better understanding of transport and geometrical properties of fluid saturated rock from
both pore scale modeling and laboratory measurements.
1. Numerical tools are built to compute different rock properties (e.g., porosity, electrical
conductivity, surface conductivity, hydraulic permeability, pore surface area, A
parameter) from 3-D microstructures.
2. Calculated results on synthetic sand pack (Finney pack) compare well with analytic
solutions.
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3. Computed values of porosity, surface area, electrical conductivity and hydraulic
permeability compare well with laboratory measurements of the same properties for
the Berea BS500 sandstone.
4. Reducing image resolution decreased calculated electrical conductivity and
permeability. A large computation sample provides better representation of the rock.
II. Better understanding of the frequency dependent seismoelectric response of fluid saturated
rock and its geophysical application - LWD SE - response from both numerical modeling and
laboratory measurements.
1. Laboratory apparatus is designed to measure AC seismoelectric signal (10 kHz ~ 120
kHz) on BS500 samples with varying saturation brine conductivity.
2. Majority of the measured data were compared with Pride's theoretical model using
transport and geometrical parameters of BS500 obtained from measurements and
pCT image.
In the first part, numerical tools are built to compute different rock properties (e.g.,
porosity, electrical conductivity, surface conductivity, hydraulic permeability, pore surface
area, A parameter) from 3-D microstructures. A staggered-grid finite difference (FD) scheme
is applied to solve the Laplace equation for the electrical problem and Stokes equation for the
hydraulic problem. The Laplace solver can handle different levels of conductivity contrast so
that different saturations (gas, oil and brine) can be modeled. A three-phase conductivity
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model developed on the binary representation of the microstructure, which is based on the
geometric average of free electrolyte conductance and surface conductance in the EDL, is
illustrated. Two different edge detection methods are applied to recognize surface voxel in
binary image. One is a gradient based, first order differential method and the second one is a
connectivity-number-based edge detection (CNED) method. The results from both edge
detection methods are averaged to give the final surface area.
A family of synthetic sand packs - Finney pack with low, medium to high porosities is
first applied to provide a benchmark of numerical methods with analytic solutions. Binary
image of 200 Finney pack whose edge length equals 1/20 of the original grain radius is
generated for computation. Numerical results on 14 Finney packs with low, medium to high
porosities compare well with the analytic rock physics models for formation factor, surface
conductivity, permeability and specific surface area and A parameter. The effects of image
resolution on computed physical properties are investigated using majority rule. Decreased
resolution leads to decreased permeability and electrical conductivity. Image resolution has
larger impact on low porosity microstructure than high porosity microstructure.
Then we implement all the numerical methods to the 3-D piCT micro tomography of a
23.6% porosity Berea Sandstone 500 (BS500) with 2.8 micron resolution. Five 4003 sub-sets
at different locations within the whole 18403 volume of BS500 piCT image are selected as
representative computation units based on the porosity distribution. The computed physical
properties varied between samples: formation factor by a factor of two (12 to 22),
permeability by a factor of three (0.38 darcy to 1.05 darcy) and surface area from
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0.69 m2 /g to 0.88 m 2/g. These variations are due to the heterogeneity of the BS500 at the
mm scale. The average values of properties calculated for five samples compared well with
laboratory measured values. To obtain representative values of physical properties, it is
necessary to do calculations on several sub-samples. The effects of image resolution on
computed physical properties were investigated. Decreased resolution leads to sharply
decreased permeability and electrical conductivity. Optimization of our computation
algorithm enabled us to perform calculations on a large (8003) 3-D volume; this calculation
gives better results for the electrical formation factor. Formation factor and permeability of
five sub-sets are cross-correlated using surface area and A parameter. The three-phase
conductivity model, which calculates surface conductivity on the rock pCT image, agrees
with experimental data and provides a better fit than the Waxman-Smits equation.
In the second part, we present quantitative AC seismoelectric signal (10 kHz ~ 120 kHz)
collected on the saturated BS500 plate in a solution tank. Both single sine pulse and five-cycle
sine burst are adopted as source wavelets. Received acoustic and electric signals are analyzed
in both time domain and frequency domain. Streaming potential is collected on freshly cut
BS500 cylinder core samples saturated with different brine conductivities under the same
experimental conditions as AC measurements. Frequency dependent coupling coefficient of
BS500 is theoretically calculated using Pride's equation with the parameters previously
obtained from picT image and laboratory measurements. A majority of the experimental data
between 40 kHz and 100 kHz frequency range is found to follow the theoretical curve. The
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overall data quality is better for single sine pulse than five cycle sine burst due to its higher
resolution and simplicity in time domain.
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Appendix A
Finite Difference Scheme for Solving
Laplace Equation
A.1 Finite Difference Form of Laplace Equation
The effective dc conductivity of a random medium can be calculated by Ohm's Law:
j(r) = a(r)E(r), (A-1)
where J is the current density, a is the electric conductivity and E is the electric field
strength at location r. For a steady state conductivity pr6blem, where the currents are steady in
time, the charge conservation equation:
V - + = 0 (A-2)
can be written in the form of Laplace equation (Zwillinger, 1995):
V - j(r) = -V - (a(r) -VV(r)) = 0. (A-3)
We can calculate the macroscopic conductivity of the random material by applying an electric
potential gradient across the sample. The volume averaged current density can be used to
compute the effective conductivity from Ohms' law, as given in Eq. A-1.
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In a uniform conductivity region, the voltage at point (i, j, k) in 3-D is defined as v(i, j, k).
To the second order in space, the potential at i ± 1, j ± I and k +I is written as:
v(i ± 1,j, k) = v(ij, k)i a - +k -a2 ,02V (A-4)
(Ox) i,k 2 a2X i,j,kp
v(i,j ±1,k)= v(ij,k) b () + 1b2 (2V (A-5)(4 ~ 2 (a 2y i,,kP
v(ij, k 1)= v(ij, k) c -) +- c2 (-2) . (A-6)
DIz i,j,k 2 a2z iQ,k
Here, a, b, c are the special increment in x, y, z direction, respectively. We have Ax = a, Ay =
b and Az = c. Thus, there are six equations associated with the six nearest neighbors with
respect to the central point (i, j, k). Adding the equations in pair will cancel out the first order
derivatives and multiply abc on both sides, the Laplace's equation in the finite difference
form at node m (the center of voxel (i, j, k)) becomes (Garboczi, 1998):
n Cmn (Vn - Vm) = 0 , (A-7)
where Cmn is the conductance of the bond connecting node m to its nearest neighbor n, and
the sum is over n=1,6 nearest neighbors, where 1,2,3 correspond to the neighbors in (x, yz)
direction, 4,5,6 correspond to the neighbors in (-x,- y-,z) direction. We have Cmi = Cm 4 =
ab ac bc
a-, Cm2 = Cm5 = a- and Cm3 = Cm6 ~ a-.
c b a
This finite difference scheme can handle rectangular voxel with arbitrary dimensions in
three directions. For the 3-D ptCT image, the grid interval in x-, y- and z- direction is exactly
the same as the ptCT image resolution. Thus, we have cubic voxel, where a=b=c=l. For each
point m, we have Eq. A-7. A global equation could be formed as:
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A mnVn = 0, (A-8)
where Amn is a sparse matrix composed of the conductances of all the bonds in the 3-D
structure. We can solve Eq. A-8 by minimizing the quadratic form of !vAv. Without any
2
applied electric field, the natural solution for the minimization of vAv would be v=O. A2
generalized conjugate gradient (CG) iterative method is applied to solve Eq. A-8. Conjugate
gradient method appears to be especially efficient for solving real, linear, algebraic equations
in forms of Ax=b, where A is a sparse matrix. It requires fewer restrictions on the matrix A for
optimal behavior than do such methods and successive ovverrealxatioin (Concus and Golub,
1976).
The boundary conditions between phases with different conductivities are that the
current density normal to the interface and the potential are continuous. The conductance of
the bond between two adjacent voxels (m and n) of the same material property (am=an) is
written as:
Cmn=Um - 1. (A-9)
If node m and n posses different material properties, the conductance of that bond connecting
m and n is written as:
Cmn=( + 1. (A-10)2am 2un
As for the material properties, finite difference electrical conductivity programs can
handle arbitrary diagonal conductivity tensors. The conductivity tensor a(r) is defined for
each phase in the microstructure as a function of location. The 3D microstructure is redefined
to a 1D label to be taken in the finite difference scheme. We can define an electric potential
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gradient across the sample in x, y, and z directions respectively and calculate the current
density in all three directions for each voxel. By doing the volume average of the local current
densities, we can back out the full conductivity tensor as indicated in Fig. A-1.
There is an intrinsic challenge solving Laplace's equation when the conductivity contrast
between the different phases is very high (high contrast boundaries). For our specific problem,
the solid matrix is defined to be quartz with the conductivity of 10-"4 S/m. As for the fluid
phase, we want to have a conductivity range between 10~5 S/m and 10 S/m. Thus, the contrast
between the two phases could be 7 to 13 orders in magnitude. To handle such a large contrast,
we adopt a gradual relaxation method (Press et al., 1990). We can start from the low
conductivity contrast and gradually relax the potential field, then gradually increase the
conductivity contrast to make the result converge. A relatively loose convergence criteria for
the gradient of the electric energy is applied first when the conductivity contrast is small.
Then, we use a more strict criteria when the target contrast level is reached. Enough conjugate
gradient cycles is run to make sure that the gradient is no longer changing. Overrelaxation
needs to be prevented not to waste too much CPU time beyond the point where the answer no
long changes significantly. Thus, numerical experimentation is needed to determine the
convergence criteria for each specific problem.
A.2 Benchmark of the Finite Difference Program
To validate the finite difference code, we apply the code to a simple geometry and
compare the calculated effective conductivity with an analytic solution. We also compare the
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current density distribution from the FD code with the result from a commercial finite element
software package, FEMLAB. The geometry we use is a spherical inclusion with a radius of 15
meters in the center of a 100 meter cube as shown in Fig. A-2. The spherical inclusion is
defined to be phase 1 and cubic host is defined to be phase 2. The volume fraction of the
spherical inclusion is fi = 0.0141, the conductivity of the sphere is set to be ai = 10- 5 S/m,
and the conductivity of the cubic host is set to be a2 = 0.06S/m. The porosity of the inclusion
is low and we choose the conductivity value to be real number with decimal fraction to test
the numerical accuracy of the FD program.
The analytic solution for a two-component material can be calculated by the
Clausius-Mossotti formula (Markov, 1999; Hughes, 2000) as:
.* _ = F1 Y- . (A-11)
a*+292 C 1 +2G 2
A unit electric field of 1V/m is applied in the x-direction across the cube (Fig. A-2). The
effective conductivity calculated from FD code is 0.00589688. The number calculated from
Clausius-Mossotti formula is 0.05935868. Difference between FD result and analytic solution
is 0.656%.
We also compare the computed electric current density computed from our FD code and
FEMLAB. Slice views of the current density distribution in the x-direction and from two
programs are compared in Fig. A-3. The color bar represents the absolute value of the current
density (with unit of A/m 2) in the direction of the electric potential gradient (x-direction). The
relative and absolute magnitude of current density is close to each other in two figures.
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A.3 3D Fontainbleau Sandstone pCT microtomography
We next apply the FD code on our Fontainbleau Sandstone CT microtomographic
sample. The digital image we have is a 2003 binary voxel. The pore space is coded to be '0'
and grain material to be '1'. The voxel is close to a cube-shape with the resolution of
4.68 x 4.68 x 5.21 ptm in X, Y and Z direction respectively. The whole sample is ~1mm3 in
volume with 7.37% porosity, as shown in Fig. A-4.
In our calculation, the grain is considered to be quartz with the conductivity of 10- S/m
instead of 0. We saturate the Fontainbleau Sandstone with gas, oil and saline water with
different values of salinity. We assign all the '0's in the sample, which stands for the pore
space, with the saturating phase conductivity and all the '1's with the quartz conductivity. The
effective conductivity of the saturated Fontainbleau sandstone, Ueff, is listed in the last row
of Tab. A-1. For the saline water saturation, the effective conductivity aeff and brine
conductivity cr obeys linear relationship described as Archie's law (Archie, 1942, Eq. 2-1).
To visually represent the sandstone saturated with different fluids, we also display the
current density (with unit of A/m 2) distribution in a common (base 10) logarithm. Gas, oil and
saline water (brine conductivity to be 10-6S/m) saturations are shown in Fig. A-5. From the
current density distribution, we can resolve the pore space very well which corresponds to the
hot spots in the map. With an increase of the conductivity contrast between the saturation
phase and host grain phase, the boundary between the pore space and grain becomes sharper.
It is obvious that larger contrasts can better resolve the details of the structure.
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From the current density distribution, we can also resolve the pore geometry. Plotting the
electrical current density by gradually lessening the criteria (plotting the current density larger
than certain criteria), the pore geometry could be gradually resolved (Fig. A-6). The largest
connected pore for this Fontainbleau sandstone core sample is 45 degree to the X-Y plane
(indicated by the green circle in Fig. A-6). We can back out the formation factor by
calculating the ratio o-f/eff. The computed formation factor is 0.003223. Due to the lack
of the Fontainbleau sandstone core sample, we don't have any laboratory measurement to
compare with the numerical calculation. However, this result is comparable to the value of
0.003172 obtained by Ams (Arns, 2001) on a 7.99% porosity Fontainbleau Sandstone jiCT
image (personal communication with Christoph Arns).
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Figure A-1: Effective conductivity calculation of a random material using the finite difference
scheme.
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Figure A-2: The geometry of a spherical inclusion (phase 1, shown in red) in a cubic host
(phase 2). The radius of the sphere is 15 and the cube length is 100. An electric potential
gradient of 1 V/m is applied in x-direction.
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Figure A-3: The current density distribution (with unit of A/m2) in x-direction of the spherical
inclusion in a cubic host. Color bar indicates the magnitude of the current density. Above is
the FD result and below is the FEMLAB result (directly taken form FEMLAB package).
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Figure A-4: The Fontainbleau Sandstone CT microtomogrphay. On the left panel, the red
indicate the pore space and the blue indicate the grain. On the right panel, the grain space is
eliminated and remain a 'pore cast'. The total volume is a 2003 volume with 4.68 x 4.68 x
5.21 ptm resolution in X, Y, Z direction.
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Figure A-5: The current density distribution when Fontainbleau Sandstone saturated with
gas, oil and brine, respectively (from above to below). Color bar indicates the common
(base 10) logarithm of the current density (with the unit of A/m 2).
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Gas Oil Saline Water
le1 5e~ I-5 e-' e-3 1-2 e-1 1 10
(S/m) (S/m) (S/m) (S/m) (S/m) (S/m) (S/m) (S/m) (S/m)
7.016e-4 1.128e-12  3.06e~' 3.12e 7 2.98e-6 3.23e 5 3.18e~4 3.23e-3 3.03e-2
(S/m) (S/m) (S/m) (S/m) (S/m) (S/m) (S/m) (S/m) (S/m)
Table A-1: The conductivity of gas, oil and saline water as saturation phase and the effective
conductivity of the saturated Fontainbleau Sandsonte.
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Figure A-6: The current density distribution when the current density is larger than
10~7A/m 2 (Fig. A-6.a), 109A/m 2 (Fig. A-6.b), 10~' 0A/m 2 (Fig. A-6.c), 10 24A/m 2 (Fig. A-6.d).
The largest pore is 45 degree to X-Y plane (indicated by the green circle).
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Appendix B
Finite Difference Scheme for Sovling
Stokes Equation
B.1 Finite Difference Form of Stokes Equation
To solve the hydraulic problem, we use a modified finite difference Stokes solver based
on an industry standard finite difference (FD) code developed at NIST (National Institute of
Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD 20899-8621, U.S.A;
ftp://ftp.nist.gov/pub/bfrl/bentz/permsolver/; Bentz and Martys, 2007).
Permeability is a measure of the resistance to fluid flow under a pressure gradient of a
given porous medium. The mechanism of fluid flow is given by the Navier-Stokes equation:
d(pu)dt + V. (puu) = -VP + DV2u, (B-1)
dt
where p is fluid density, v is the fluid velocity, P stands for pressure and 11 is the fluid
viscosity. The Navier-Stokes equation is based on the assumption that the fluid, at the scale of
interest, is a continuum, in other word is not made up with descrete particles but ration a
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continous substace. Another assumption is that all the fields such as pressure, velocity and
density are differentiable.
For the case of laminar (slow, incompressible Newtonian) flow where advective inertial
forces are small compared with viscous forces, the Navier-Stokes equation simplifies into
linear Stokes equation:
iV 2v(r) = VP(r), (B-2)
V - V(r) = 0, (B-3)
Where Eq. B-3 is the conservation of mass. A Stokes flow has no depence on time other than
through time-dependent boundary condctions.
NIST Stokes solver adopts a finite difference scheme in conjuction with the artificial
compressibility relaxation algorithm (Peyret and Taylor, 1983; Martys and Garboczi, 1992;
Schwartz et al., 1993). Pressure is defined at the nodes (center of the voxel) and fluid velocity
components are defined along the center center of bonds connetcitn neighboring nodes (center
of voxel edge). A non-centered finite difference realization of the V2 operator is derived to
maintain at least 2nd order accuracy in space.
The V2 operator is divided into two parts as: V2 = V2 + V2. V2 operator corresponds
to the direction parallel to the velocity and V2 operator corresponds to the direction
transverse to the velocity. The discretization of V2 operator takes the form:
V2Ui = ui+ 1 + ui- 1 - 2ui (B-4)
at node i. of The discretization of V2 operator has six forms depending on the location of the
nearest solid voxels in the transverse direction (Bentz and Martys, 2007).
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Taking the geometry in Fig. B-1 for example, at node 2, we have the 3rd order Talyor
expansion as:
1 (Ov2 ( v2 18V2
Vi = V2 - )+ -IL _,(B-5)
2 Ox 8 a2x 48 a3 X
V3 = V2 + + (a__ 2 )F(B-6)32  ax 2a2X 6 a3X
34 = v 2  (, )+9 (IV) + - (B-7)
The boundary conditions are fluid velocity vanishing at the fluid-solid interface and an
applied pressure gradient across the inlet and outlet of the 3-D structure. With the non-slip
boundary conduction, we have vi = v4= 0. Thus, the V2 operator for node 2, which is
a2 (D 2 is the y component of the velocity at node 2), could be written as:
02U2 8 16
X2  3 3 2(B-8)
For all three velocity components in x, y, z direction, there're totally thirty six different forms
of the Vi operator.
We can calculate the macroscopic permeability of the porous medium by applying a
pressure gradient across the sample. The permeability, K, of the porous medium is calculated
by volume averaging the local fluid velocity (in the direction of the flow) and applying the
Darcy equation:
KLAP
u = - , (B-9)
where u is the average fluid velocity in the direction of the flow for the porous media and L is
the length of the sample porous medium across which there is an applied pressure gradient of
AP.
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B.2 Benchmark of the Finite Difference Program on
Microstructure
The NIST FD Stokes solver has been validated by computing the permeability of circular
and square tubes. The accuracy is claimed to be within 2% compared with analytic solution.
Here we test the code on a 2D thin scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of San
Gregorio Beach sand. We compare the calculated pressure and velocity field from NIST FD
code with our Lattice Boltzmann code.
The Lattice-Boltzmann method (LBM) is a mesoscopic approach for computational fluid
dynamics (Rothman and Zaleski, 1997; Chopard and Droz, 1998). The basic idea is to solve a
discretized Boltzmann equation. The macroscopic dynamics of the system can be shown to
obey the Navier-Stokes equation. Different from the traditional finite difference, finite
element method, LBM is a bottom up method to reconstruct governing PDE from the collision
rule of the particles (Fig. B-2).
For LBM, fluid is modeled by particle distributions that move on a regular lattice (Fig.
B-3). In our implementation, we adopt the D2Q9 model in 2D (Rothman and Zaleski, 1997).
At each lattice grid, a discrete velocity and density is defined. Hydrodynamic quantities such
as density p and velocity v are obtained from the velocity moments of the distribution of the
particle density fi (Fig. B-3) in analogy with the kinetic theory of gases (Manwart et al.,
2002). The non-slip boundary condition at solid-fluid interface is realized by the bounce-back
rule in LBM (Manwart et al., 2002). Thus, the momentum of the particles that meet a solid
wall are reversed (Fig. B-4).
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A 2D thin SEM image of San Gregorio Beach sand is shown in Fig. B-5. The total size
of the image is 551 x 496grids with 2.5 micron resolution. A unit pressure gradient of
iPa/grid is applied from the left side of the image. Resolved velocity field and pressure field
by LBM method and NIST finite difference code is shown in Fig. B-6. Gratifying agreement
could be observed in the results from two different set of codes.
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Figure B-1: Schematic for the non-centered difference solution for two adjacent pore voxel
sandwiched by two solid voxel at two ends, solving for v2 . Blue voxels indicates solids and
white voxels indicates pores (Bentz and Martys, 2007, Fig 2).
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Figure B-2: Schematic for the major difference between traditional FEM, FD method and
LBM method. FD and FEM are top-down methods, which are based on disretization of the
governing PDE in time and space. LBM is a bottom-up method, which is based on the
reconstruction of the governing PDE from the collision rule of particles.
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Figure B-3: Schematic for the LBM simulation of fluid dynamics. At each lattice grid,
discrete velocity and density is defined. For implementation, D2Q9 model is adopted for 2D
simulation. Each grid is connected to its 8 nearest and second-nearest neighbors in 2D.
Hydrodynamic quantities such as density p and velocity v are obtained from the velocity
moments of the distribution of the particle density fL.
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Figure B-4: Bounce-back collusion rule to realize the non-slip boundary condition. The
momentum of the particles that meet a wall are simply reversed.
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Figure B-5: 2D SEM image of San Gregorio Beach sand. Total size is 551 x 496grids. Pore
space is shown in black and grains are shown in white.
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Figure B-6: Resolved pressure field (shown as the colored surface) and velocity field (shown
in white arrow) from NIST FD Stokes solver (above) and LBM code (below) of 2D SEM
image of San Gregorio Beach sand (Fig. B-5). Color bar indicates the amplitude of the
pressure field.
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Appendix C
Electrical Properties of Clay Minerals
The presence of clay in a reservoir has two effects on petrophysical logs: 1) it lowers
resistivity, and 2) it reduces a reservoir's storage capacity by reducing effective porosity. The
loss of resistivity is due to the high bound water content and greater conductance along the
clay-brine interface. This bound water contributes to the electrical conductivity, but does not
contribute to hydraulic conductivity because the bound water is immovable. Clay particles can
fill pore space, reduce pore sizes and develop micropores within them. To achieve the same
permeability, shaly sandstones must possess higher total porosity than quartzose sandstone
since the micropores associated with clays don't contribute to permeability (Wu, 2004). As
we have described in Chapter 3, as long as pore microtomography captures the effective
porosity, the hydraulic permeability can be well estimated from rock CT microtomography.
The influence of clay on the electric response of reservoir rocks and problems associated
with its interpretation, have been major issues of investigation in the petroleum industry for
many years (Waxman and Smits, 1968; Juhaisz, 1981; Clavier et al., 1984; de Lima, 1995;
Revil and Glover, 1997, 1998; Alkafeef and Alajmi, 2007). To quantify the surface
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conductivity of rocks containing clay minerals, Qv which is the charge per unit pore volume
of the sand needs to be determined for most conductivity models previously referenced. The
cation-exchange capacity per unit pore volume, Q, is the usual parameter indicating the
shaliness of sandstones (Asquith, 1990). The Qv value for different clay species can vary by
one or two orders. Morillonite can be two orders higher than kaolinite (de Lima and Sharma,
1990) and illite can be one order higher than kaolinite (Wu, 2004). For sandstone containing
mixture of different clay minerals, Qv value is an average value weighted by volume fraction
of different components.
Qv (in meg ml -1) is usually converted from "cation exchange capacity" (CEC) (in meg
g~'), which indicates the maximum number of surface exchangeable cations per unit mass of
rock (Patchett, 1975) using the following equation:
Q, = CEC[(1 - $)/$]pg, (C-1)
Here, # is porosity and pg is grain density (in g cm-3). CEC value of the rock is chemically
measured on the core sample. Two sets of experimental techniques (Burck, 1986; Sen, 1990)
are adopted - destructive and nondestructive. Destructive method loads the exchange sites
with measurable cations such as ammonium and barium on the grinded core sample (Ridge,
1983). The degree of grinding can change the geometry and the measured value of CEC.
Nondestructive methods (such as membrane potential measurements) preserve the geometry
and is claimed to give Qv value better correlated with effective transport properties such as
electrical measurements (Yuan and Diederix 1987; de Waal, 1987). However, the accurate
determination of CEC is difficult even on core samples.
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Empirical relationship between Q, and other measurable parameter such as permeability,
volume to surface ratio, proton NMR decay constant T1 and clay content (p) has been well
studied and established (Steward and Burck, 1986; Herron, 1987; Sen, 1990) on a wide range
of sandstone samples. More than 100 sandstone data (Tab. C-1) from various parts of the
world, which is also a subset of data used in Waxman-Smits model (Waxman and Smits, 1968)
have been used to test these empirical cross-property relationships (Fig. C-1, Fig C-2).
Q, value in the range of 0.01 to 0.75 meg/ml. Especially in the borehole logging, estimating a
physical parameter by using its statistical relationship with another measurable parameter is a
common practice. With the absence of direct chemical laboratory measurement of CEC value,
obtaining Q, from other available property is a practical alternative. In this study, Q, is
estimated from the clay content (p), which can be obtained from the X-ray attenuation
histogram. The intensity histogram before and after the anisotropic diffusion filter of BS500
core sample is shown as Fig. 3-1. Segmentation thresholds for separating different phases are:
~ 13500 belong to pore space, 14300-14800 belong to clay (which is part of the intermediate
signal between the two peaks in the histogram), ~16000 belong to grain (criteria provided by
Australian National University). Thus, the clay volume fraction is estimated to be 4.03% from
the X-ray grey scale ptCT image, which is close to 3.9% from the composition analysis
(provided by Schlumberger Doll Research) in Tab. 3-1.
Q, can be related to clay content p, which is the shaliness parameter, and the clay
parameter , which describe the clay type in the sand using the equation (de Lima, 1995):
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QV-3p(1 - (1 - (NOsh)(-2QyI=( ),(C-2)
1 is the surface conterion density necessary to balance the immobile charges on the clay
particles of radius a, sh is the shale porosity, $t is the total porosity and 4 is the effective
porosity. Rock can be represented as a self-similar mixture of solid grains having a volumetric
total current conductivity with the grains suspended in a continuous electrolyte (de Lima,
1995). Clay particle is represented as a charged sphere immersed in an electrolyte solution
and charged particle-electrolytic film model is used to compute the clay conductivity. In
general, $sh is small, especially for clean sand, and, for practical purposes, the difference
between $t and * is negligible. Thus, Eq. C-2 could be simplified as:
QV= k. (C-3)
The electrical conductivity of rocks containing clay minerals can be satisfactorily
described using self-similar mixing models in which the clays occur as continuous coatings
over the sand grains (de Lima and Sharma, 1990; 1992). The DC effective conductivity of
rock containing clay minerals depend on: 1) formation factor of the sand; 2) a characteristic
clay parameter (E) relating the charge density on the clay surface to the clay particle size; 3)a
the clay volume content (p) in the sand; 4) electrical conductivity of the interstitial electrolyte;
5) water saturation level in the rock (de Lima, 1995). Linear regression is done to fit the data
set in Tab. C-1, which includes a Berea 500 sample (shaded in Tab. C-1) with similar
permeability, slightly higher CEC value and lower surface area than our BS500 sample (Tab.
3-5). An "average sand" is found to be equivalent to the entire data set, where -
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1 meg/ml (de Lima, 1995). These result is later applied to an oil production well from the
450
Potiguar Basin, Rio Grande do Norte, Brazil to successfully relate different properties from
various measurements, e.g., resistivity log, dielectric log (EPT), neutron and density log and
gamma-ray log. The clay content p is normally between 5% to 20% and the Qv value in the
range of 0.01 to 0.92 meg/ml. Dominate clays are from the kaolinite and illite groups (de Lima,
1995), which is similar to our BS500 sample (Tab. 3-2).
The Qv value of our BS500 core sample calculated from experimentally obtained CEC
value using Eq. C-1 is 0.026 meg/ml, with 23.6% porosity and 2.65 g/cm3 grain density.
Taking the clay content 4.03% estimated from the X-ray grey scale piCT image and
3~ - meg/ml into Eq. C-3, we can get the Qv value to be 0.0288 meg/ml. The
a 450
difference in Qv value obtained from directly measured CEC and deduction from clay
content and clay parameter (-) is 10%. Thus, with the absence of CEC measurement on the
a
core sample, we can still back out the Qv value from the pCT image combined with the
mineralogical information on the clay species. Estimating the clay content is another
important application of the rock pCT image. It will further reduce the amount of
measurements required for the electrical conductivity prediction.
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Benoist E15 0.188 497 1.1 1.61 2.64
Benoist E16 0.178 314 1 1.62 2.64
Berea 100 0.205 214 0.87 1.88 2.65
Berea 200 0.239 358 0.61 1.79 2.64
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Coconino 0.139 135 1 1.88 2.64
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Mesa 939 (1.058 19.9 4.1 1.85 2.65
Milsap 0.204 54.4 2.6 1.95 2.65
Morrow 81 0.070 87.7 0.5 2 2.74
Morrow 112 0.051 83.5 0.6 2 2.74
Morrow 132 0.098 139.2 1 2 2.67
Morrow 142 0.087 83.1 0.8 2 2.65
Nugget 0.063 21 1.8 1.94 2.64
Portland 0.200 13 2.9 2.08 2.68
890
430
45
685
591
511
478.
131
0.439
0.574
0.88
0.57
0.6
0.7
0.67
601 1.4
0.03 1.14
20.1 0.721
110.5 1.226
16.1 1.79
12.7 1.103
7 2.511
6 1.422
10.6 1.833
2.3 2.414
7.8 6.042
7.4 1.198
7.7 2.026
62.5 0.96
0.15 2.56
0.39 0.43
0.12 2.71
0.01 3.5
379
469
62.5
1305 0.03
621 0.05
10.4 0.07
- 28.4
0.011 8.55
0.52 5.95
0.52 7.22
0.087 7.98
12.1 0.94
5.97 2.43
1.72 3.89
0.063 2.07
0.93 1.38
20.3 2.23
4.72 2.35
1242 0.5
2590 0.5
0.05 1.46
0.02 0.%8
0.05 1.74
0.01 2.%
U.12
0.01 1.69
0,02 1.46
0.04 2.22
0.01 1.79
3.2 1.95
0.21
0.23
0.91
0.12
0.003 1.58
0.85 3.5
Table C-1: Rock properties for 126 sandstone samples (taken from Sen et al., 1990, Table 1).
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Figure C-1: Regression of Ssc and Qv for shaly sands. Samples with Qv in the range from 0.01
to 0.75 meg/ml. (Data from Sen et al., 1990) (figure taken from de Lima, 1995, Fig 2.). A
linear equation y=ax+b is used to regress the specific surface and Qv, r is the correlation
coefficient.
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Figure C-2: Correlation of k versus <p( m - 0.5)/(1 + 6QV) for brine permeability of
sandstones. 5 = 450 ml/meg. (Data from Sen et al., 1990) (figure taken from de Lima, 1995,
Fig 3.). A linear equation y=ax+b is used to regress x and y axis, r is the correlation
coefficient.
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Appendix D
Governing Equations for the Coupled
Eelctromagnetics and Acoustics of
Porous Media
Coupled acoustic and electromagnetic fields in a homogeneous porous formation are
described by Pride's governing equations (Pride, 1994). For a harmonic field with time
dependence of exp (iot), the coupling between mechanical motion and electric field is
expressed as:
J = oE + L(-Vp + wo2 p4g) (D-1)
-iow = LE + (-Vp + o 2pf g) K/1i, (D-2)
where J is the total electic current density, E is the electric field strength, y is the solid
frame displacement, w is the fluid filtration displacement and p is the pore fluid pressure. L
is the coupling coefficient, pf and 1j are the density and viscosity of the pore fluid, K and
o are the permeability and conductivity of the porous medium respectively, o is the angular
frequency.
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In the frequency domain, I, w, and E obey the following set of equations (Pride and
Haartsen, 1996):
(H - G)VV -p + GV2M + CVV- W + O2pfW = 0
CVV -p + o2 pft + MVV w + o2pw - iwpLE = 0, (D-3)
VV - E - V2 E - 6 2yuE + io3EpIiLw = 0
where , is the permittivity of the formation, z = s + i-/o - PL? is the effective electrical
permittivity of the formation, p is the density of the formation, p = ir/(o - k) is the
effective density for the relative flow, G is the shear modulus of the formation, and H, C, and
M are porous medium moduli. The formation parameters p, H, C, and M can be expressed as:
p = (1 - )PS + fp
H = Kb + 4G/3 + (Ks - Kb) 2 /(D - Kb) (D-4)
C = Ks (Ks - Kb)/(D - Kb),
M = Ks2 /(D - Kb)
where D = Ks[1 + 4(Ks/Kf - 1)], and $ is the formation porosity, Ks and Kf are the
bulk moduli of the solid grain and the fluid, Kb is the bulk moduli of the 'frame of the grains'
when the fluid is absent (Pride, 1994), pf and ps are the densities of the grain and fluid.
Once p, w, and E are know, all the other quantities can be determined. The magnetic
field can be determined by Faraday's law,
B = -i (V x E)/o. (D-5)
And the magnetic field strength H can be obtained by
H = B/u , (D-6)
where u is the magnetic permeability of the formation.
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The dynamic permeability K and the electrokinetic coupling coefficient L that appear
in equations Eq. D-1 and Eq. D-2 are very important to the electrokinetic phenomena. Both
are frequency dependent. When L goes to zero, Pride's equation separates to Maxwell's
equations for an electromagnetic field, and Biot's equations (Biot, 1962) for a mechanical
field in porous media. The expressions for L and K are as follows:
LW) m Xd 2 3 Xd 11 -i (1 - 2-)2 _ 5__)22 (D-7)
LO Wc4 A 6
)4[(1 -
- i]-', (D-8)
where LO is the low frequency linit of the coupling coefficient, oc = cfnI/a,, Kopf is the so
called transition frequency, dj is porosity, Ko is DC permeability, a, is the tortuosity, il is
the fluid viscosity, m is a dimensionless parameter defined as m = $A 2 /a, Ko, A is the
weighted volume to surface ratio as introduced previously, 8 = rI/opf is so called viscous
skin depth, Xd is the Debye length calculated as Xd = jEfKBT/e 2z2 N. f is the fluid
permittivity, KB is the Boltzman constant, T is the absolute temperature, e is the electric charge,
z is the ionic valence of the solution, and N is the ion concentration defined as N = 6.022 x
1026 x molarity.
LO is the low frequency limit of the coupling coefficient, which is usually obtained by
laboratory measurement (Morgan et al., 1989; Pride and Morgan 1991; Li et al., 1995), and
defined as (Pride, 1994):
LO = [1 - 2 Xd (D-9)
where ( is the zeta potential on the slipping plane. Despite the negative sign in its definition,
LO leads to positive streaming current densities for positive values of -VP. This is because
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the ( potential is negative when the diffuse layer contains excess positive charge and positive
when the diffuse layer contains excess negative charge. The correction term 1 - 2 L is onlyA
valid under thin electric double layer (EDL) assumption and at most represens a correction of
a few percent.
Pride and Morgan (1991) summerize the ( vs. C relationship based on the
experimental data by a variety of researchers as following:
( = 0.008 + 0.026 log1 o C, (D-10)
where C is the molarity of the solution. All data sets are for NaCl or KCl flowing past quartz
of variying purity (Gaudian and Fuerstenau, 1955; Li and de Bruyn, 1996; Jednacak and
Pravdic, 1974; Sidorova et al., 1975; Hifslho-Alverez et al., 1985).
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Appendix E
Geophysical Application of Seismoelectric
Conversion: Seismoelectric Signal in
Logging While Drilling4
Abstract
Borehole acoustic logging-while-drilling (LWD) for formation evaluation has become an
indispensable part of hydrocarbon reservoir assessmen. However, the detection of acoustic
formation arrivals over tool mode contamination has been a challenging problem in acoustic
LWD technology. In this chapter, we propose a new method for separating tool waves from
formation acoustic waves in acoustic LWD. This method is to measure the seismoelectric
4 (the bulk of this Appendix is) Published as: Zhan X., Z. Zhu, S. Chi. and M. N. Toks6z.:
2009, Elimination of LWD (logging while drilling) tool modes using seismoelectric data,
Communications in Computational Physics, 7,47-63.
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signal excited by the LWD acoustic waves. LWD tool waves which propagate along the rigid
string during the LWD process makes it impossible to accumulate any excess charge at the
conductive tool - borehole fluid interface. Therefore, there should be no contribution by the
tool modes to the recorded seismoelectric signals. We designed the laboratory experiments to
collect simulated LWD monopole and dipole acoustic and seismoelectric signals in a
sandstone borehole. The recorded acoustic and seismoelectric signals were analyzed in both
time and frequency domains using a semblance method. To theoretically understand the
seismoelectric conversion in the LWD geometry, we calculate the synthetic waveforms for the
multipole LWD seismoelectric signals based on Pride's theory. Both experimental and
numerical results confirm the absence of the tool mode in the electric field induced by the
LWD-acoustic-wave along the borehole wall. By analyzing the spectrum of acoustic and
electric signals, we can detect and filter out the difference between the two signals, which are
the mainly tool modes and noise.
E.1 Introduction
Acoustic logging-while-drilling (LWD) technology was developed in the 1990's to
meet the demand for real-time acoustic logging measurements for the purpose of providing
seismic tie or / and acoustic porosity and pore pressure determination (Aron et al., 1994;
Minear el al., 1995; Market et al., 2002; Tang et al., 2002; Citfti et al., 2004). As compared
with wireline logging LWD has the advantage of measuring properties of a formation before
drilling fluids invade deeply into it. Further, many wellbores prove to be difficult or even
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impossible to measure with conventional wireline tools, especially highly deviated wells and
deepwater wells. In these situations, the LWD measurement ensures that some measurements
of the subsurface are captured in the event that wireline operations are not possible or become
too expensive.
The LWD acoustic technology aims at measuring the compressional and shear wave
velocities of an earth formation during drilling (Tang et al., 2002). Fig. E-1 is a schematic
view of an LWD multipole acoustic source built into a drill collar. The LWD apparatus, with
sources and receivers located close to the borehole wall and the drill collar taking up a large
portion of the borehole, have some significant effects on borehole acoustic modes. Therefore,
modeling wave propagation in the LWD environment has been the focus of several recent
studies. The velocity dispersion characteristics for the formation and tool acoustic modes in
LWD situations have been well studied by Rao et al., (1999, 2005) and Tang et al. (2002).
The case of an off-center tool has been studied by Huang in 2003 (Huang, 2003).
The actual LWD measurement is complicated by several factors. One major influence is
the noise caused by drilling and drilling mud circulation. The various vibrations of the drill
string in its axial, radial, lateral, and azimuthal directions, together with the impact of the drill
string on the borehole wall and the impact of the drill bit on the formation, generate strong
drilling noise. Field measurements (Joyce et al., 2001) have shown that the frequency range of
this noise influences the frequency range of the measurement of shear wave velocities in slow
formations. The second problem is the impact of tool waves. The tool waves are strong in
amplitude and always exist in the multipole LWD measurements. All these noise sources
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contaminate the true formation acoustic waveform, causing difficulty in the recognition of
formation arrivals. When the tool is not perfectly centered the tool modes become even more
complex. Because of the complexity of collar movement during drilling, tool centralization is
essentially unlikely. An off-centered quadrupole source inevitably generates some monopole
and dipole components to excite tool waves along the collar (Tang et al., 2002). It is the
difficulty in characterizing and removing the source of the noise that has motivated the
research in this chapter.
The basis for seismoelectric conversion is the stronger electric double layer (EDL) that
exists in most rock water systems (Ishido and Mizutani, 1981; Morgan et al., 1989; Loren et
al., 1999). The EDL at the steel water interface of the tool, on the other hand, is rather weak
(Hunter, 2001). In addition, the drilling string attached to the LWD tool is effectively
grounded in field LWD operations. Therefore, there should be no contribution by the tool
modes to the recorded seismoelectric signals.
Although borehole seismoelectric phenomena have been studied by several authors
(Haartsen, 1995, 1997; Mikhailov et al., 2000; Zhu and Toks6z, 2003, 2005; Zhu et al., 2000,
2008) in recent years, the seismoelectric signal generated in the LWD process and their
potential applications have not been investigated. This chapter represents the first attempt in
this direction of research. We first designed physical LWD experiments in the lab to collect
simulated LWD monopole and dipole acoustic and seismoelectric signals in a sandstone
borehole. By analyzing the acoustic and electric signals in the time and frequency domains,
we can observe different signal content, which are mainly tool modes and noise. Then we
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applied a coherence method to pick out the common arrivals of the acoustic and
seismoelectric signals, which is the pure formation modes. This method also has the side
benefit of reducing the noise level in the acoustic LWD recording. This is very important for
an actual field environment where the LWD recordings tend to be noisy.
E.2 Laboratory Measurement of LWD Acoustic and
Seismoelectric Signal
E.2.1 Experiment Borehole Model
The experiment borehole we use is isotropic sandstone. The sandstone block has a
length of 30cm, a width of 29cm, and a height of 23cm. The diameter of the borehole is 1.7cm.
The P- and S- velocities are all higher than the borehole fluid velocity. The model parameters
of our laboratory tool and the borehole, which is in a fast sandstone formation, are shown in
Tab. E-1. The tool ID is 0.004m, OD is O.Olm and borehole radius is 0.017m. We use a
scaling factor of 17 onto the laboratory tool compared with field LWD borehole and tool size.
Schematics of the borehole model are shown in Fig. E-2. The porosity of sandstone is about
20% and permeability is about 100 millidarcy.
E.2.2 LWD Multipole Tool for Acoustic and Seismoelectric Measurement
In LWD multipole acoustic logging, both the source and the receiver transducers are
tightly mounted on the drill collar. This attachment results in the receivers recording a tool
mode propagating along the drill collar. The tool mode can interfere with the acoustic fields
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propagating along the formation. To simulate the LWD measurement, we built a scaled
multipole acoustic tool composed of three parts: the source, receiver, and a connector (Zhu et
al., 2004). Our laboratory LWD tool includes three sections: the source, the receivers, and the
connector. Both the source and receiver acoustic transducers are made of PZT crystal disks of
0.635cm in diameter and 0.37cm in thickness. The dimension of the tool is shown in Fig. E-3.
For the scaled LWD tool, we use the equivalent composite tool velocity to indicate the steel
tool has holes in it to embed acoustic transducers and electrodes. The tool ID is 0.4cm, OD is
1cm.
The source is made of four separate crystal disks shown in the B-B profile of Fig. E-3.
The arrows on the disks indicate their piezoelectric polarization. Each disk has two electrodes
attached to it; the eight electrodes are connected to a switch. Using the switch to change the
electric polarization applied on each crystal disk, we can achieve a working combination to
simulate a monopole or dipole source. The receiver section is composed of six pairs of crystal
disks at six different locations. The polarizations of each disk pair are shown in the A-A
profile of Fig. E-3.The connector section is made of a steel pipe threaded at each end. The
source and receiver sections are tightly connected by this steel pipe to simulate the drill-string
connection in LWD.
By changing the electric polarization of the source PZT disks and by combining the
signals received by the receiver disk pairs, we are able to mimic a working system of acoustic
logging sources. When the piezoelectric polarization of the source transducer is consistent
with the positive pulse of the source signal, the phase of the acoustic wave is also positive.
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The polarization of the received acoustic field is the same as the piezoelectric polarization of
the receiver transducer. The working combinations of monopole and dipole systems are
shown in Fig. E-4. During measurements, we used a switch to change the working mode from
monopole to dipole. This allows us to conduct the multipole logging without changing or
moving the tool position. Therefore, the experiment results can be compared under the
identical conditions.
To measure the seismoelectric signal, we need to change the receiver section from
acoustic transducers to electrodes. The electrodes used for this experiment are point electrodes
of 1.0mm in diameter. Thus, each electrode on the electrode array can only detect the electric
field around it. We replace the array of the six pairs of transducers by an array of six pairs of
electrodes spaced at the same interval. The holes in which the electrodes are imbedded are
filled with sand and glued by epoxy. The surface is covered with conducting glue and
connected to the steel tool. The acoustic transducer is embedded in the logging tool as shown
in Fig. E-3 to measure the acoustic pressure at the tool rim. The electrodes are protruding
from the tool surface and are close to the borehole wall to measure the strength of the
localized electric field at the borehole wall.
E.2.3 Experiment Mechanism and Procedure
It is generally accepted that the electric double layer (EDL) is the basis for the
electrokinetic conversion (Morgan et al, 1989; Pride and Morgan, 1991; Loren et al., 1999).
For our sandstone borehole model, an EDL is developed at the borehole wall. When the
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acoustic waves hit the borehole wall, a localized electric field is generated and the electrode
detects this electric field. Since the conductivity of the borehole fluid is very low, the recorded
voltage between the electrode and ground can represent the electric field generated at the
borehole wall. The difference between rock and metal is that the latter one is a conductor. By
effectively grounding the drilling collar during the real LWD process, there would be no
excess charge accumulated at steal tool surface. Though tool waves propagate along the rigid
tool surface with large amplitude, no excess charge can be moved by the tool wave pressure to
induce a localized electric field at the tool - borehole fluid interface. Thus, in the
seismoelectric signals, what we record is purely the electric field excited by the formation
acoustic waves propagating along the borehole wall and with the apparent velocities of
formation acoustic modes. No electric component propagating at the apparent speed of tool
wave can be observed in the electric signals.
The working system is shown in Fig. E-5. The source side is connected to a high voltage
generator and the receiver side to a preamplifier and a filter before being displayed on an
oscilloscope. The High Power Pulse Generator generates a square pulse with duration of 1 Ous.
This means that the source wavelet is a square wave with a center frequency of 100 kHz. The
excitation voltages for the measurements vary between 5 volts and 750 volts. The sampling
rate is 500 ns. For each trace we record 512 points. The filter range set from 300 Hz to 500
kHz is broad enough to include all the dominant acoustic and electric modes. We first take
measurements in the borehole to record monopole and dipole acoustic waves. After finishing
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recording of the measurements for the acoustic signals, the acoustic receiver transducers are
replaced by electrodes to make the seismoelectric measurements.
E.3 Analysis of Recorded LWD Acoustic and
Seismoelectric Signals
E.3.1 Array Processing Methods
Recorded LWD acoustic and seismoelectric signals are analyzed in both time domain
and frequency domain. Array processing methods can be used to detect the various wave
modes embedded in the waveform and calculate their velocity dispersion characteristics in a
borehole. We use the semblance method to analyze the experimental data. This method can be
applied in both time and frequency domains (Rao et al., 1999, 2005).
Time domain semblance algorithm searches for all arrivals received by the array and
locates the appropriate wave arrival time and slowness values that maximize the coherent
energy in the array waveforms. The coherence is defined as (Kimball and Marzetta, 1984):
T+T 1 d
p(s, t) = .wI =Xm(t+s(m-1)d)I dt (E-1)
N fjT+Tw |Xm(t+s(m-1)d)2dt
The acoustic array is composed of N receivers with a spacing of d. Xm(t) represents the
acoustic time signal at the mth receiver. A set of time windows defined by the center position
T and length T, is applied to the waveforms. The time window slides through the waveform
at a certain time increment (usually half of the T,). For a range of values of arrival time and
slowness, the scalar semblance is computed for the windowed portion. We can find some
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values of T and s, say ( Sk, Tk), which maximize the semblance coherence function and obtain
a semblance surface in the time-slowness plot. These peak semblance values mark the arrival
time and the slowness of the acoustic wave modes in the array data (Tang and Cheng, 2004).
Frequency domain semblance is commonly used to estimate the velocity dispersion
characteristics of the guided waves from array wave data. I use the method developed by
Nolte et al. (1997) and Rao et al. (1999, 2005) to weight the semblance (or coherence function)
of the array data. This method processes a frequency by weighting the data over neighboring
frequencies and searches the peak of weighted semblance function over a range of slowness
values to find the actual number of wave modes. The spectral semblance is defined as (Tang
and Cheng, 2004)
=1 X ((O)zn-1
p(w, s) = N (E-2)
N zN=1X* (O)Xn(()
where, z = exp(-iwsd), s(w)is the slowness at frequency w and d is the receiver spacing,
the total expression for z denotes the wave propagation. The wave mode traveling at a distinct
slow sk(o)across each receiver in the array is X(w) = hkzk- 1 = hk(w) exp(-isk(n -
1)d), where hk(W) is the amplitude of the kth wave mode. Maximizing p(W,s) as a
function of Sk for different frequencies will generate the dispersion curves. To enhance the
data information and reduce noise, we first resample the spectral data to obtain denser data
points and then try to maximize a weighted semblance function defined as:
F(ot, s) = J'j "m W(oj, (m)P(m, s). (E-3)
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,where o stands for the re-sampled frequency, W(om, om)is a Gaussian weight function
given by
W(oj, om) = exp (- ( ) (E-4)
The number of neighboring points to be weighted over is controlled by a. Usually c is set to
be 4Ao, where Azo is the increment of re-sampled data.
E.3.2 Noise Reduction and Tool Waves
The electric data in the experiment is recorded by the point electrodes exposed in water.
The signal is rather weak, therefore can be contaminated by the ambient electric fields (Butler
and Russell, 1993, 2003; Russell et al., 1997). This ambient noise not only contaminates the
electric waveforms but also reduces the ability of the semblance method to recognize the
wave modes. In order to reduce noise and enhance the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the
electric signal, steps need to be taken both during the data collection process and during
analysis.
To reduce random noise, we sum the repeated measurements. The averaging function of
the oscilloscope is used for summing. Each trace in electric array data is the average of 512
sweeps. Good shielding to eliminate the outside noise is also very important for weak signal
detection. Some good practices include the following: effectively grounding the computers,
oscilloscope, and the shielding line of the point electrode; placing the transducers and
electrodes completely in water; shutting down unnecessary electric sources; grounding the
water tank, etc.
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Besides random noise, we also have a large synchronous signal from the source and a
DC component in the electric recordings. This synchronous signal is large in amplitude and
appears in front of the wave train so that a lot of useful modes may be buried in the large
noise. Fortunately, the source noise does not have a phase move-out over the receiver array,
while the seismoelectric signals do. We can subtract the mean value of the six source -
receiver offsets traces from each individual trace to eliminate this noise. The DC component
can be eliminated with a high-pass filter for each trace separately.
In order to understand the properties of monopole and dipole tool modes of our specific
scaled multipole tool, we first conduct measurements by putting the tool with and without the
connector into the water tank, in the absence of a borehole and formation, as shown in Fig.
E-5. Case A has been studied by Zhu et al. (2004) and we do not repeat it here. Since the
acoustic impedance difference between the steel and water is large, no tool wave can be
recorded when the connector is not present. In case B, we make the measurements in water
tank with the connector and obtain the monopole tool wave (speed at 3500 m/s) and the dipole
tool wave (speed about 800 m/s). The waveforms of monopole and dipole tool modes and
their time domain semblances are shown in Fig. E-6.
E.3.3 LWD acoustic and seismoelectric signals in sandstone borehole
After we analyze the velocity of our LWD multipole tool, we test the absence of
seismoelectric signal at the tool-electrolyte interface. To understand the EDL at the steel fluid
interface more intuitively, we measure the seismoelectric signals by putting the scaled
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multiple tool in the water tank. This is exactly the same setup as the measurement of tool
waves in the water with the connector shown in (Fig. E-5 B). The electric records taken at the
tool water interface are very weak due to the low density of the EDL at the steel water
interface and the grounding of the steel tool. Almost no mode is observed from the recorded
electric signals. Thus, the LWD seismoelectric signal should contain no tool mode
contribution.
At this point, we have validated our scaled laboratory tool as a multipole acoustic source,
studied the acoustic property of the laboratory tool, now we will focus on the difference
between the LWD acoustic and seismoelectric signals in the sandstone borehole model. As
pointed out previously, the seismoelectric signal excited in the acoustic LWD process should
contain no signals with the apparent velocity of the tool modes.
We now examine the two kinds of signals for monopole (Fig. E-7) and dipole (Fig. E-8)
excitations using time domain and frequency domain analysis. From the acoustic waveform
we can clearly see a monopole tool wave coming between P and S wave and a low frequency
dipole tool wave coming in the late part of the wave train. In the time domain semblance we
can observe the peaks at the monopole and dipole tool waves. In the seismoelectric data, tool
modes do not exist. This is especially clear in the frequency domain semblance, where the
monopole and dipole tool modes are absent. These results show that by measuring the
seismoelectric signal during the logging-while-drilling process, we can potentially eliminate
the effect of tool modes.
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E.3.4 LWD acoustic and seismoelectric signal Correlation
Based on the laboratory experiments we conclude the following:
LWD acoustic signal = Formation acoustic waves + Tool waves + Noise
LWD SE signal = Formation acoustic wave induced electric signals + Noise.
In field acoustic LWD operation, the tool modes can have velocities close to the formation
velocities for some formations. Therefore, the detection of formation arrivals can be
hampered by tool mode contamination. When the LWD tool departs from the centralized
position, the tool contamination can be even more complex. The seismoelectric signal in the
LWD process, do not contain tool mode induced electric signals. Given that the LWD
acoustic and seismoelectric (SE) signals are different in content, we can use the SE signal to
filter the acoustic signal to eliminate the tool modes.
We measure the similarity between the acoustic and SE signals using their respective
spectra. There are several reasons for this to be done in the frequency domain instead of the
time domain. (1) In the frequency range where the formation acoustic wave modes exist, the
waveforms overlap better. In other frequency ranges where the waveforms differ greatly due
to the different modes content, it is difficult to find the correlation between the two signals. (2)
There are phase difference between the two signals due to the various circuit elements used in
laboratory collection of the two signals and the seismoelectric coupling. (3) In the acoustic
record, it takes time for the main acoustic energy to propagate from the borehole wall to the
receiver transducer at the fluid acoustic velocity. While the propagation time for the electric
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signal can be ignored due to the high EM wave speed. Thus, it is more difficult to compare
the two signals in time domain than in the frequency domain.
We calculate the similarity coefficients of the two signals defined by:
Xm AmBm
r = (E-5)
vZm(Am) 2 (Bm) 2
where Am and Bm are the acoustic and electric amplitude spectrum, m is the index of the
sampling point in frequency domain. A moving window is used to scan the spectra of the two
signals simultaneously. The similarity coefficient of that window is set to be the similarity for
the center frequency of the window.
The similarity curves and the filtered results are shown in Fig. E-9 for monopole
excitation and Fig. E-10 for dipole excitation. In Fig. E-8, ST stands for Stoneley wave, T
stands for monopole tool wave. In Figure Fig. E-10 F stands for dipole flexural wave, T
stands for dipole tool wave. The monopole similarity curve is similar to a band stop filter. The
dipole coherence curve is similar to a band pass filter.
After obtaining a coherence curve (Fig. E-9 b right, Fig. E-10 b right), we use it to design
a zero-phase filter to be applied to the acoustic signal. A time domain semblance for the
filtered data is then computed. We can see clearly that the filtered data contains only
formation acoustic modes (Fig. E-9 c right, Fig. E-10 c right). Other benefits of this filtering
method include the reduction of noise in the acoustic signal as well. To further demonstrate
these benefits, we detect the peaks in the acoustic and seismoelectric signal spectra and
calculate the corresponding wave velocity of those frequency peaks. We find that in the
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frequency range with low similarity the wave velocities are also different, which means the
wave modes are different.
The above analysis illustrates that by correlating the LWD seismoelectric signal with the
acoustic signal, we can pick out formation acoustic modes from the LWD acoustic
measurement and reduce the noise. This is a very significant result for extracting the
formation arrivals from real-time LWD field data that may be contaminated by the complex
tool modes and the drilling noise.
E.4 Numerical Simulation of LWD Acoustic and
Seismoelectric Signal
In this section we develop a theoretical model to simulate the seismoelectric effect
during the LWD process in a borehole. The modeling was performed for an isotropic,
homogenous elastic formation and both axially symmetric (monopole) and axially
non-symmetric (dipole) sources.
E.4.1 Modeling LWD Acoustic Wave Propagation
The presence of a logging tool in the borehole will modify the excitation and propagation
characteristics of the borehole acoustic waves (Tang et al., 2002; Huang, 2003). To model the
acoustic wave propagation in the logging-while-drilling (LWD) configuration, we use the
acoustic theory for a multi-layered system. The tool body is made of steel, its elastic moduli
and density are much higher than those of the borehole fluid. The dimension of the source on
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the acoustic tool cannot be ignored, thus we use an acoustic ring source instead of point
source in the LWD modeling.
The geometry and coordinate of the borehole and the logging tool is shown in Fig. E-11.
The axial direction is z; radial direction is r. The borehole formation is a homogenous, elastic
formation. The acoustic logging tool is modeled as a cylindrical structure with the outer radius
(tool OD), r2 a multipole ring source is constructed by a distribution of the point sources
along the tool rim. Both the source and receivers are located at the tool outer radius, where
rsource = rreceiver = r2 . By summing the contributions of all these point sources, the resulting
radial displacement at the source location can be expressed in the wave-number domain as
(Tang and Cheng, 2004):
u = En(-n Kn_ 1 (fr 2 )/r 2 - fKn(fr 2 ))In(fr 2 ) cos(n(9 - <)). (E-6)
Here, Enis 1 for n= 0, and 2 for n > 0 where n is the azimuthal order number with n =
0, 1, 2 corresponding to monopole, dipole and quadrupole source, respectively. In and
Kn (n = 0, 1,..) are the modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind of order n.
f = (k2 - k 2)1/ 2 is the radial wavenumber, where k is the axial wavenumber and kf = o/ar;
w is the angular frequency and af is the fluid acoustic velocity. The cylindrical coordinate
(r, 6, z) is used and < is a reference angle to which those point source location are referred.
Finally, we apply the acoustic boundary conditions to the three boundaries (inner fluid
tool inner layer, tool outer layer outer fluid, outer fluid borehole wall) and a Ricker wavelet of
the form (Aki and Richards, 1980):
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S(W)= ()2eitO/o)o) 2  (E-7)
O
to calculate the pressure waveform at the rim of the tool.
E.4.2 Converted Electric Field in LWD Geometry
The coupling between the acoustic and electromagnetic field in a porous media can be
expressed as (Pride, 1994):
J = uE + L(-Vp + wA2 pf1g) (E-8)
-iow = LE + (-Vp + w2pfg) K/fl, (E-9)
where J is the total electic current density, E is the electric field strength, Y is the solid
frame displacement, w is the fluid filtration displacement and p is the pore fluid pressure. L
is the coupling coefficient, pf and r1 is the density and viscosity of the pore fluid, K and a
is the permeability and conductivity of the porous medium respectively, w is the angular
frequency. The detailed expressions of L, K are given in Appendix D derived by Pride (1994).
The zeta potential we used in our simulation is calculated from Eq. D- 10. The NaCl brine
conductivity is 0.05S/m, which is the same as what we use in the laboratory experiment. In
our numerical simulation, L value is calculated by using the experimental porous formation
parameters listed in the Tab. E-2.
Taking the divergence of Eq. E-8 and using E = -VCD with gerneralized Ampere's law,
we can obtain:
V2CD = (L/u)(-V 2p + o2pfV2 p), (E-10)
where <p is the displacement potential of the gradient field. To solve Eq. E-8 in the
wavenumber domain, we get
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(D = A - Kn(kr) + (L/c)(-p + W2 pf<p), (E-11)
where k is the axial wavenumber, K, (kr) is the modified Bessel function of nth order and A
is the unknown coefficient for the electric field to be decided by the electric boundary
conditions.
In the LWD geometry, using the expression of the displacement potentials in the elastic
formation, which is the 4th layer, can be expressed as:
W4 = B4 Kn(kp4 r)
X4 = D4 Kn(ks 4 r), (E-12)
14 = F4 Kn(ks 4r)
where p4 is the compressional wave potential of the formatiom, X4 and F4 are the
vertically and horizontally polarized shear wave potential. In terms of potentials, the radial
displacement component 1 r in the elastic formation can be expressed as:
4(4 1 0OX4 a921v E 3
Ir = + + r . (E-13)
Combining Eq. E-12 and Eq. E-13, we can get
n
Ir = B4 K' (kp 4 r) + - D4 Kn(ks 4 r) + iks 4F4K' (ks4 r). (E-14)r
Substituting Eq. E-12 into Eq. E-Il and Eq. E-13 into Eq. E-8, we can get the expression for
the potential(Pwali, radial strength Erwa and the streaming current density Jwaul of electric
field along the elastic borehole wall
Dwaul = AKn(kr) + (L/c)o 2 pfB4 Kn(kp4 r)
Erwai = - aowanl = -AK/ (kr) - (L/a)o2pB 4K (kp 4r),
arn
Jwall = -crAKI (kr) + Lo2pf [D 4K1 (kS4r) + ikS4F4K/ (kS4 r)](-5
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nthe
the
where a is the rock conductivity. Under the quasi-static assumption, the electric field ir
borehole satisfies the Laplace's equation (Hu and Liu, 2002), the solution for
potential Of lu, radial strength Erf u and the streaming current density J Lu is:
Oflu = B 1,(kr) + CKn(kr)
ErfrLu = -/" = BI'(kr) - C(K (kr)'
Jf u = ~a riu = -a[Bl1 (kr) + CKf (kr)]
where B and C are the coefficients to be determined by the electric boundary conditions.
E.4.3 Acoustic and Electric Boundary Conditions
To solve the three coefficients A, B and C in the above expressions for the converted
electric fields along the borehole wall (Eq. E- 15) and in the borehole fluid (Eq. E- 16), we
apply the following boundary conditions.
For acoustic boundary conditions, we have the continuity of the radial displacement p
and stress element ar , and the vanishing of the other two shear stress elements -ro andarz-
For the electric boundary conditions, we have wan = Of lu, Jwan = Ir lu at the borehole
wall, and the radial current density or the radial electric field strength (since they only differ
in the multiplication of a conductivity) is equal to zero at the tool surface. At the tool surface,
no current flowing between borehole fluid and tool surface. Thus, the radial current density or
equivalently radial electric field strength should be set to zero.
Substituting equation Eq. E-15 and Eq. E-16 into the three boundary conditions, we
could rewrite the boundary conditions in the matrix formation as following:
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-16)
-_I__kr2 )HK kk)+rI)kr )i-K 4 FkrK
K(kr2)
KI (kr2) K (kr) +I (kr) - (kr)ILBI 4  P4-I/ B (LUo-)mf pB4K 
(kp~r)
( 2 ) (Lo-) 2 p, D4K(ksr)+ iks4 (ks4r)
KI (kr2)n nn
(E-17)
From Eq. E- 17, we could get A, B and C after we solve the acoustic coefficients B4 , D4 and
F4 by applying the LWD acoustic boundary conditions. Once A, B and C are all determined
the electric field both along the borehole wall and within the borehole fluid can be
determined.
E.4.4 Synthetic Waveforms of LWD acoustic and seismoelctric signal
The formation properties are the same as the lab formation. The four layer model we
use to simulate the LWD process is listed in the Tab. E-1. A scaling factor of 17 is used to
scale the lab tool to the field scale. The source wavelet in the experiment is a square wave
with a center frequency of 100 kHz. Scaling the 100 kHz center frequency to the modeling,
we use a Ricker wavelet with the center frequency of 6 kHz as a source. The formulae in both
acoustic and electric calculations are expressed in the wavenumber domain, thus we use the
discrete wavenumber method (Bouchon and Schimitt, 1989; Bouchon, 2003) to do the
modeling.
Fig. E- 12 and Fig. E- 13 show the calculated monopole and dipole waveforms using the
formation parameters of our lab experiment. Solid curves are the acoustic signals and the
dotted curves are the electric signals. (A-A) is the radiating electromagnetic wave in both
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figures. The figures are scaled back to the real lab borehole tool scale with the first trace
located at z = 0.098m and the spacing is 0.012m.
In Fig. E-12, (B-B) is the formation compressional wave, (C-C) is the monopole tool
wave and (D-D) represents the formation shear wave, (E-E) is the Stoneley wave. We use the
same semblance method to analyze the wave modes in the acoustic and electric waveforms as
we did for the experiment data. The time domain semblances for the monopole acoustic and
electric waveforms are shown in Fig. E-14 and Fig. E-15, respectively. The absence of the
monopole tool mode which is indicated by the first big block in Fig. E-14 can be observed
very clearly in the semblance of the electric signal (Fig. E-15).
The same phenomena can be observed for the dipole case. In Fig. E-13, (B-B), (C-C),
(D-D) are the 2 "d order dipole formation flexural wave, dipole tool wave and 1 st order dipole
formation flexural wave, respectively. The absence of the dipole tool mode, which is
indicated by the second big block in Fig. E- 16, can be observed very clearly in the semblance
of the electric signal (Fig. E-17). These observations are consistent with the laboratory
measurements. Both the experimental and theoretical study proves that LWD seismoelectric
signals do not contain contributions from tool modes.
E.5 Summary
In this work, we studied the electric fields induced by borehole monopole and dipole
LWD acoustic waves both theoretically and experimentally. We developed laboratory
experimental set-up and procedures as well as processing methods to enhance the recorded
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seismoelectric signal. A suite of acoustic and seismoelectric measurements are made to
demonstrate and understand the mechanism of the borehole seismoelectric phenomena,
especially under LWD acoustic excitation. A Pride-theory-based model for the acoustic wave
induced electric field in the LWD geometry can also be used to calculate the electric field
strength excited by the acoustic pressure.
Summarizing the whole chapter, the following two conclusions can be reached:
1. LWD seismoelectric signals do not contain contributions from tool modes.
2. By correlating the LWD seismoelectric and acoustic signals, we can effectively
separate the real acoustic modes from the tool modes and improve the overall signal to noise
ratio in acoustic LWD data.
Laboratory experiments with good control of noise level and medium salinity brines are
ideal settings compared to the field measurements. In practice, during drilling, a pressure
difference between formation and borehole creates mud invasion and pressure transients can
also generate seismoelectric signals. In well drilled with oil-based mud, seismoelectric
potential will also exist if the mud contains a water fraction. In the case of bottom hole
pressure to be a few kpsi, streaming potential signal could be at the order of tens of mv. This
indicates the feasibility of collecting seismoelectric signal in real drilling environment
This work has taken the first step towards understanding borehole LWD seismoelectric
phenomena. With future improvements in both theory and instrumentation, seismoelectric
LWD might evolve into a new logging method in the future.
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Quadrupole
Formation Collar
Figure E-1: Azimuthal wave-amplitude variation pattern for the monopole, dipole and
quadrupole sources in connection with the LWD model (Tang et al., 2002).
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DipoleMonopole
P-velocity S-velocity Density Outer radius
Inner fluid 1500 m/s ------- 1000 kg/m3  0.024m
Tool 4185 m/s 2100 m/s 7700 kg/m3  0.085m
(Composite)
Outer fluid 1500 m/s ------ 1000 kg/M3  0.11m
Formation 4660 m/s 2640 m/s 2100 kg/M3  o
Table E-1: Laboratory sandstone borehole model.
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Figure E-2: Schematics of the borehole model in laboratory measurement.
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Figure E-3: Schematics of the borehole model in laboratory measurement.
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Monopole Dipole Monopole Dipole
+Am+ + Ad+
" 2 T4 + T2 T4 R1R
(Am+) - (Am-) (Ad+) + (Ad-)
Figure E-4: Schematic diagram of the working modes of the multipole logging tool. The "+"
and "-" indicate the polarization of the electric signals in the source and the polarization of the
PZT crystals in the receiver (Zhu et al., 2004).
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Figure E-5: Measurements in the water tank without (A) and with (B) connector (Zhu et al.,
2004).
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Figure E-6: Monopole (a) (left) and Dipole (b) (right) tool wave waveforms and their time
domain semblance. (Vt stands for lab tool wave velocity.)
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Figure E-7. Monopole LWD acoustic (left) and seismoelectric signal (right) comparison. (Vp
stands for formation P wave velocity, Vs for formation S wave velocity, and Vf for fluid
velocity; Vt for tool wave velocity, P means P wave, S means S wave, T means tool wave.)
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Figure E-8. Dipole LWD acoustic (left) and seismoelectric signal (right) comparison. (Vf
stands for flexural wave velocity, Vt for tool wave velocity; F means formation flexure wave,
T means tool wave.)
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Figure E-9 (a) Monopole acoustic (left) and seismoelectric (right) waveforms; (b) monopole
acoustic (line with arrow "T") and seismoelectric (line with arrow "ST"). Fourier amplitude
spectra (left) and coherence as a function of frequencies (right); (c) monopole unfiltered
acoustic (left) and filtered (right) waveforms; and (d) their time domain semblances. (T means
frequency peak due to tool wave, ST stands for Stoneley wave).
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Figure E-10. (a) Dipole acoustic (left) and seismoelectric (right) waveforms; (b) dipole acoustic (line
with arrow "T") and seismoelectric (line with arrow "F") Fourier amplitude spectra (left) and
coherence as a function of frequencies (right); (c) dipole unfiltered acoustic (left) and filtered (right)
waveforms; and (d) their time domain semblances. (T means frequency peak due to tool wave, F
stands for Flexural wave).
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z RING SOURCE
Figure E- 11. Geometry and coordinate of the borehole and logging tool in the numerical
modeling (ri, r2 and r3 , indicates the inner fluid , tool outer layer and borehole radius
respectively).
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....................... . ......................................... .... :r.:::r :::r  - I 
Porosity Ks Solid Solid Vp Solid Permeability
(%) (GPa) density (m/s) Vs (Darcy)
(kg/m3 ) (m/s)
Formation 20 35 2600 4600 2640 0.1
Pore fluid density = 1000 (kg/m 3) Pore fluid viscosity =0.00 1 Pa .S
Pore fluid permittivity = 80 , Formation permittivity = 4 go
Table E-2: Medium properties used in the numerical simulation, where Eo is the permittivity
in the vacuum.
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Figure E-12. (a) The monopole waveforms of the normalized acoustic pressure (solid curves)
and the normalized electric field strength (dotted curves) for laboratory fast formation. A-A is
the radiating electromagnetic wave, B-B is formation compresional wave, C-C is monopole
tool wave, D-D is the formation shear wave, E-E is the Stoneley wave, which has the largest
amplitude in the waveforms. (b) Enlarged view of first trace in (a).
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Figure E- 13. (a) The dipole waveforms of the normalized acoustic pressure (solid curves) and
the normalized electric field strength (dotted curves) for laboratory fast formation. A-A is the
radiating electromagnetic wave, B-B is the 2 "d order dipole formation flexural wave, C-C is
dipole tool wave, D-D is the 1st order diple formation flexural wave. (b) Enlarged view of first
trace in (a).
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Figure E-14. The time domain semblance of the monopole acoustic waveforms in Figure E-12.
(The three circles indicates the monopole tool wave, shear wave and stonely wave
respectively from top to bottom.Compressional wave is not very clear in this figure. Vp stands
for the formation P wave velocity, Vs for S wave velocity, Vf for fluid wave velocity.)
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Figure E-15. The time domain semblance of the monopole electric waveforms in Figure E-12.
(The three circles indicates the monopole compressional wave, shear wave and stonely wave
respectively from the top to bottom. Vp stands for the formation P wave velocity, Vs for S
wave velocity, Vf for fluid wave velocity.)
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Figure E-i 6. The time domain semblance of the dipole acoustic waveforms in Figure E-13.
(The three circles indicates the 1st order dipole formation flexural wave, tool wave and 2"d
order formation flexuraly wave respectively from the above to the bottom. Vs stands for
formation S wave velocity. Vf for fluid wave velocity.)
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Figure E-17. The time domain semblance of the dipole electric waveforms in Figure E-13.
(The two circles indicates the 1st order dipole formation flexural wave and 2 "d order formation
flexural wave respectively from the above to the bottom. Vs stands for formation S wave
velocity, Vf for fluid wave velocity.)
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